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Crisis of Faith
1 'uwi

Objective: Students will learn about how they are to deal with doubts

they have. They will also learn about some of the positive

and negative influences the media or Hollywood stars have
on the youth today
Materials: Video Shield of Honor by Nouman Ali Khan or the article

(notes)
Suggest Time and Level: 2 class periods, eighth through twelfth grade

Process:

Part 1:

Aqeedah: You Gotta
Have Faith!

Watch or read Nouman Ali Khan's article entitled "Shield of Honor" at

http://www.kalamullah.com/shield-of-honor.html

Answer the following questions:

1.

Read over the article, then read it again and summarize it into 10
bullet points (don't be repetitive).

2. Share a story about a time that someone showed that they had a
doubt about one of the teachings of Islam and shared it with you.

Summarize in one paragraph.
3.

What is the funniest thing you've ever done in Islamic school, Masjid
or Muslim event? If you think back was it acceptable or allowed as
a Muslim?

4.

Who is one pop star or superstar that everyone looks up to and wants
to be like? What are five positive and five negative things about them.

5.

Think of your closest friend, make a pros and cons list about them.

Would you like them to be with you on the day of judgment?
6.

Write down one outside of the box idea on how to get people your
age to come to the Masjid and enjoy it. Must be halal!

7.

Come up with your own list of reasons why teens have a crisis of
faith and what would be some solutions?

8.

Have a class discussion on some of the questions above
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What kind of Muslim are You?
1

3. Put 2 Alka-seltzer tablets in the 3rd glass and see how there is
relatively strong and stable outlet. This is the type of heart that is

waiting for the right moment and when it is struck water comes out.
Objectives: Teach students about a

beautiful parable given in the Quran
from Surah Al Baqarah, ayah 74 (Three kinds of Muslims)

Materials:

3 clear glasses, 2 aspirin tablets, 2 Bromo seltzer tablets, 7
Alka-seltzer tablets, and a towel for cleanup.

4. Put the 2 aspirin tablets in the water and show how nothing happens.
This person is like the rock with no water or the heart that doesn't

change. They might sit all year long in a class without benefitting

whatsoever.
Watch Shaykh Waseem's khutbah on this topic http://www.youtube.com/

Alternate:

3 clear glasses, diet coke, Mentos, 2 Alka-seltzer tablets.

Suggested Time and Age:

sixth through twelfth, 45 minutes

Process:

1. Fill three glasses with about three-quarters full ofwater. Be sure that
all the participants can see the glasses.

2. Put the 2 aspirin tablets in the water and show how nothing happens.
This person is like the do-nothing student or Muslim. They might sit
all-year-long in a class without benefitting whatsoever.
3. Put the 2 Bromo seltzer tablets in the 2nd glass and see how there
is an initial burst, but quickly loses it. This is the type of student or
Muslim who makes short changes but loses motivation very quickly
and goes back to their old ways.
4. Put 2 Alka-seltzer tablets in the 3rd glass and see how there is
relatively strong and stable outlet. This is what we'd like to all have
as Muslims or students. We need to have sustainable change that
lasts a while. The prophet said "The most beloved action to Allah is
the one that is done consistently even if small".

Alternative: Surah Baqarah: 74,3 types of hearts.

1. Fill 2 glasses with about three-quarters full ofwater. The 3rd with
diet coke. Be sure that all the participants can see the glasses.
2. Put the 2 Mentos candies in the 2nd glass (diet coke) and see how
there is an initial burst of energy. This is the type of rock that water
gushes forth from.

watch?v=PMIMQ3eK3D0

*

>
>
►
»
►
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Tree of Life, The Tree of Imaan

Massive Dua List

1

Objective: Students will learn to ask Allah swt for personal things rather
than depending on duas written in a book and words they
don't understand.

Objective: Learn about 14:24-25 (parable of the tree), Symbolism to
teach them what a tree symbolizes in connection with Imaan.

Materials: Pencil, crayons or markers, 11x17 paper

Materials: pen, paper
Suggested Time and Level: 1 class period, eight through twelfth grade

Suggested Time and Level - 1 class period, third through twelfth grade
Process:

Process:

1. The teacher should explain ayah 14:24-25 from the Quran.

Have students discuss why it is important to have a personal dua'
list and when would be the ideal times to use such a list? Answers could
be: Dua' will be made with the heart. Special times they can be used are
Ramadan, Eid, Hajj, Arafah, and also make a list of other important days
throughout the year.
Have them make categories such as: Akhira, education, career, family,
etc..
For each category have them come up with seven to ten duas and have
them really think about their duas.

2. The teacher will model a few analogies for the student. For example,
the trees bear fruit and one of the fruits of imaan is that the believers
do good deeds. Another example could be that the trees with strong
roots and thick trunks are firm and can't be knocked down easily, so
should the mo'min be firm on his/her belief.

3. Students will go outside and find a large tree to sketch and color in.
4. Students will then work in groups to come up with 10 analogies of a

strong tree and of strong believer.

Share some of the duas at the end of the class
If a technology teacher is available, have them type it up and print them
out.

>
b
b
b
b
lb
*
ft
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Next, the Islamic studies teacher can help with ideas on how to make
sure the general theme of thankfulness or sacrifice is being mentioned.

Finally, the computer teacher will help the students type their work and
print. They can also assign any specifications that they'd like to have on

through the use
Objective: Students will learn about
thankfulness
©
of their creative writing skills. They will learn to write an
acrostic poem, story, free-style and also the use of Microsoft
word.

Materials: pen, paper, laptop with Microsoft Word, dictionary / thesaurus

Suggested Time and Level: 2 class periods, fifth through twelfth grade

Process:

The Islamic studies teacher can collaborate with the technology and
Language Arts teacher on doing this project. The Language Arts teacher
will teach the necessary skills to write an acrostic poem, story or free style,

and help with editing the students' work. The technology teacher will help
teach basic Word processing skills to help the students type up their work
The Islamic studies teacher can speak to the kids about the importance of

the 10 days of dhul-hijjah and how one of themes is to be thankful for the
blessings that Allah has given us and also sacrifice.

The students will work with the word

D

I

H

J

U

J

L

A

H

H

And come up with a story, poem or free-style with the theme of either
sacrifice or thankfulness.
The first day they could write a rough draft and have the Language Arts

teacher to edit or check the story or poem for grammar and spelling.

«16»

I

their document.

Students work will be shared with the rest of their classmates
possibly school, samples will also be put up in the hallway.

and
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Are Yow Thankful? Creative writing with
an Islamic twist

i

Next, the Islamic studies teacher can help with ideas on how to make
sure the general theme of thankfulness or sacrifice is being mentioned.

Finally, the computer teacher will help the students type their work and

print. They can also assign any specifications that they'd like to have on
Objective: Students will learn about thankfulness through the use
of their creative writing skills. They will learn to write an

acrostic poem, story, free-style and also the use of Microsoft

word.

Materials: pen, paper, laptop with Microsoft Word, dictionary/ thesaurus
Suggested Time and Level: 2 class periods, fifth through twelfth grade

Process:
The Islamic studies teacher can collaborate with the technology and

Language Arts teacher on doing this project. The Language Arts teacher
will teach the necessary skills to write an acrostic poem, story or free style,

and help with editing the students' work. The technology teacher will help
teach basic Word processing skills to help the students type up their work.

The Islamic studies teacher can speak to the kids about the importance of
the 10 days of dhul-hijjah and how one of themes is to be thankful for the
blessings that Allah has given us and also sacrifice.

The students will work with the word

D

I

H

J

U

J

L

A

H

H

And come up with a story, poem or free-style with the theme of either

sacrifice or thankfulness.
Hie first day they could write a rough draft and have the Language Arts

teacher to edit or check the story or poem for grammar and spelling.

their document.

Students work will be shared with the rest of their classmates

possibly school, samples will also be put up in the hallway.

and
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Boost your Imaan
Objective: Guide students through a period of self-reflection and
thought.
Suggested Time and Level: 1 class period, eight through twelfth

Names of Allah:Basketball Challenge
Objective: Learn the about 99 names of Allah with their meanings.

Materials/Place: Gym or open space with basketball hoops, 2 basketballs,
whistle, list of names of Allah in English and Arabic
Suggested Time and Level: 1 class period, fifth through twelfth grade

Process:

Have the students answer the following questions and the teacher can
decide if discussing them is appropriate.
1. If you want to know your worth to Allah (glorified and exalted be
He) then see what you are doing with your life. Are you pleasing
Allah (glorified and exalted be He) or disappointing Him?

1 Make a list of 10 duas, make them right now after praising Allah swt,
and asking blessings on the prophet.
3. Make a list of three poisons that are ruining your connection with
Allah. List them and write how you plan to get rid of those poisons.
4. Pick a name of Allah and find out what it means.Then reflect on how
it impacts you in your life and how you can possibly apply it.
5. For two minutes get rid of distractions, think of something that really
amazes you, and say subhanAllah lOx, something's that you really
love and have them, then say lOx Alhamdulillah. Think of something
in comparison to Allah and say Allahu Akbar!
6. Imagine for a minute, meeting the prophet for the first time, write
down what you would say, and how the conversation would go.
What would your and his reaction be?
7. Pick a random ayah, write it down, and reflect on what it means for
five minutes.Then, write down your thoughts.

8. Visualize jannah, how will it be? Imagine being a bird flying through
it what would you see and what would you love to have?

Process:

Have students fill out this sheet, which defines each name mentioned
in both chapters. Afterwards, have your students go to the gym and divide
into two lines or groups. One group will be given the names in Arabic; one
will have the names in English translation. When a name is called students
will race to shoot at the basket. The students should be lined up in order.
For example: The first person in the line will have the name Rahman and
the 1st in the other line will have the meaning Merciful. This way students
can link the names rather than memorizing the whole list. The list of 99
names will have to be divided by how many students you have. This will
also determine how many rounds there are.

w nm
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Useful websites:
iDWw.arthafez.com,
Objective: Learning the names of Allah swt using artistic ability.

Materials: poster board, markers, glitter, scissors, etc..
Suggested Time and Level: 1 class period, third through twelfth grade

http://iuwzD.dawateislami.net/general/devotions/99names/index.htm,

http://

www.duas.org/nallah.htm (written in Arabic)

Sample Rubric:
10 points for having all the names in Arabic/English; 5 points for

Sample Requirements:

creativeness; 10 points for neatness and appeal.

Design a poster board that lists Allah's names, which should list all

•

of His 99 names in both, Arabic and English translation.
It doesn't have to be hand written, but you can try to find calligraphy

•

of Allah's names on the internet/magazines/books and print/cut

them out.

•

You will be working in groups of four and will need to buy poster
board and any materials

•

Teacher will provide Allah's 99 names on a worksheet that you can
have for reference

Some ideas
-

Drawing little leaves that have the prophets names on there

-

Drawing a tree which has stems and their names at the end of each

stem
Drawing a beautiful day where the sun is shining and the names of

the prophets are on the clouds.
Writing Allah's names and then using some glitter to make them

stand out

Just use your imagination!

« 21 »
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Out with the Doubt, He is the Messenger]
of Allah

_______ _

Jinns, out of sight

J

F

Objective: Students will learn about the realities of black magic arid

how its relation to shirk.

Objective: Learn how to refute doubts about the Prophet Muhammad

(PBUH)
Suggested Time and Level: 1 class period, ninth through twelfth grade

B

■

Process:
1. Put students in groups and have them come up with answers to the

Materials: Muslimmatters.org article, projector, laptop, and speakers

Suggested Time and Level: 1 class period, seventh through twelfth grade

Process:
1. Print the following article:

■

following:

■

i). Why did the prophet have so many wives?

pieces-of-sihr-taweeztalismansamulets-and-the- disease-of-hasad-envy/

I

j). Why was Aisha so young?

2. Students will watch the video on this webpage which is about eight

http://muslimtnatters.org/2010/02/22/beyond-exorcistn-black-magic-spells-

minutes long.
{

|

k). Why so many wars?
1), Why did the prophet have the Banu Qaynuqa killed?

3.

Conversation with a jinn:

http://muslitnmatters.0rg/2008/02/11/a-conversa tion-with~a-jinn-the~

k

Debate format, Opening statement for and then against, which will have

f
E

two minutes each. Rebuttal and summary (first against, then for) for what
the team's remarks were. Two minutes for audience to ask questions for

t

either side.

t

Each question will take about five or six minutes.

exorcism-experience/

4. The teacher should pause to discuss the article and video and remind
the students on how they must rely on Allah swt to protect them

with ayatul kursi and different adhkaar.
5.

Students and teacher will share any Jinn stories or scary stories they
know of for the rest of the period

|

Alternative:

|

Have students research the questions and come up with the responses.

I
I

Students will make a video with a skit that shows how a mock conversation
would look like.

I WASEEM PERACHA |
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And Yon Think your Life is Hard?

1

k

responsibility
Saw the problems in society - went to meditate and think of ways

•

to stop these evils. Before Islam he gathered a group of people who
would give food to the needy and help them (hilful fudool).

Objective: Reviewing trials of the prophet and sahabah, how did he

deal with them and how can you better yourself by dealing

When he found out from Waraqah that he will be kicked out of the

•

withvouis.

city - he stayed persistent and kept going in his mission

J

Materials: whiteboard or poster board, markers, balloons, post its, pen,

When people made fun of him - he would go and pray at night and

•

make dua for his people

projector, laptop, speakers, large space

A neighbor would throw garbage in front of his house and Umm

•

Suggested time: 2 dass periods, sixth through twelfth grade

Jameel would put thorns- he kept going to visit them and didn't give

Have students brainstorm a list of difficulties that the

Prophet

•

Being called mudammam- being optimistic

•

When intestines were thrown on him- told his daughter not to cry

Muhammad (saw) went through Either have them work in groups and do

and that Allah is with him

this or raise their hands and share with the class.

Boycott for three years, which strengthened bonds, spent charity to

help people, barely ate himself before feeding others
J Sample ones below:
I

When Uqbah attacked the prophet while praying- how did AbuBakr
react? He took his place and his only concern was the safety of the

Growing up without dad and mom

prophet
I

losing all the people dose to him

When Makkan leaders threatened to stop him physically and the

•
*
*

I

lost his sons

prophet was offered beautiful women, power, and wealth he refused

*

I

People go around slander him and call him names when he would

to

speak

Compromise his mission and follow their gods one year and Allah the

I

calling him a poet, sorcerer/magician

F

next..

9

■•

Tortureof Uthman, Bilal,Musab ibn Umair, Family of Yasir, Khabbab

I

"O my uncle! By Allaah, if they put sun in my right hand and the moon
I

Unde died as a non-Muslim

on my left on condition that I abandon this course, until Allaah has made

I

Khadija died

be victorious, or I perish therein, I would not abandon it."

How did he handle his fitnahs? Teacher will say a fitnah and students
will have to remember how he dealt with it.

•

The hardest day for the prophet - Taif how did he react when the

angel of the mountains was there?
Think for a minute about your biggest temptation. Write your biggest

Sample below:

fitnah or temptation you have (a really cute boy, a girl, chatting with the

■

shqtea to

bills, lean_

opposite gender, saying bad words, not controlling your anger etc.) fold the

• ss

Process:

J J J 222

up and had love for them to enter jannah

responsibility

And Yoh Think your Life is Hard?

•

s

•

Saw the problems in society - went to meditate and think of ways

to stop these evils. Before Islam he gathered a group of people who

would give food to the needy and help them (hilful fudool).

Objective: Reviewing trials of the prophet and sahabah, how did he
•

deal with them and how can you better yourself by dealing

When he found out from Waraqah that he will be kicked out of the

city - he stayed persistent and kept going in his mission

with yours.
•

Materials: whiteboard or poster board, markers, balloons, post its, pen,

When people made fun of him - he would go and pray at night and
make dua for his people

projector, laptop, speakers, large space

A neighbor would throw garbage in front of his house and Umm
Suggested time: 2 class periods, sixth through twelfth grade

Jameel would put thorns- he kept going to visit them and didn't give
up and had love for them to enter jannah

■ Process:
F
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Have students brainstorm a list of difficulties that

the

Prophet

•

Being called mudammam- being optimistic

•

When intestines were thrown on him- told his daughter not to cry
and that Allah is with him

Muhammad (saw) went through. Either have them work in groups and do
this or raise their hands and share with the class.

•

Boycott for three years, which strengthened bonds, spent charity to

help people, barely ate himself before feeding others

t Sample ones below:

•

react? He took his place and his only concern was the safety of the

• Growing up without dad and mom
• Losing all the people close to him

When Uqbah attacked the prophet while praying- how did AbuBakr

prophet

•

When Makkan leaders threatened to stop him physically and the

| Lost his sons

prophet was offered beautiful women, power, and wealth he refused

• People go around slander him and call him names when he would

to

speak
• calling him a poet, sorcerer/magician

Compromise his mission and follow their gods one year and Allah the

next..

:

• Torture of Uthman, Bilal, Musab ibn Umair, Family of Yasir, Khabbab

‘ O my uncle! By Allaah, if they put sun in my right hand and the moon
• Uncle died as a non-Muslim

on my left on condition that I abandon this course, until Allaah has made

1 Khadija died

be victorious, or I perish therein, I would not abandon it."

How did he handle his fitnahs? Teacher will say a fitnah and students

•

will have to remember how he dealt with it.

Sample below:

Living in poverty- working as a shepherd to pay bills, leaminj

The hardest day for the prophet - Taif how did he react when the

angel of the mountains was there?
Think for a minute about your biggest temptation. Write your biggest
fitnah or temptation you have (a really cute boy, a girl, chatting with the

opposite gender, saying bad words, not controlling your anger etc.) fold the

| BIG BOOK OF ISLAMIC LESSONS |
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paper, and put it inside your balloon

Give instructions to the students that when the nasheed starts, they are

to hit the balloons around to get them mixed up. Sample nasheed: "If yo^
ask me" by Zain Bhikha, can be found on youtube. When the nasheed j$

paused they are to stop hitting the balloons and the teacher will call on

Objective: Students will learn about death from different

while taking a trip to the graveyard. The objectives can be

one of them to pop the balloon get out the paper and read it. The rest of

customized to meet your school's needs, below is just a

the dass then needs to raise their hands and think of ways to overcome

sample process of what can be done.

that fitnah, at least one to three solutions and then move on to the next

balloon. The teacher will facilitate this and give advice and encouragement

aspects

Suggested time and age group: 3 hours, seventh through twelfth grade

to the students who have good solutions. Everyone will be encouraged to
participate. Students will be encouraged to write ideas on their notebook
and the teacher will also write some ideas down.

Process:
Permission slips must be collected to see how many parents will allow

Show this uideo

their kids to go on such a trip
The Islamic studies teacher will need to collaborate with the math,
language arts, social studies, and science departmenst. Each department will

Forgive me when I whine by Ahmad Bukhatir.

design activities, presentations or speeches from their subject's perspective.
These activities will be given before leaving.

Condude by mentioning the importance of trying to better ourselves
every day, trying to make the deeds on the right side of the scale heavier
than the left. If we let our fitnahs and temptations get the best of us, shaitan
will continue increasing these fitnahs and making them greater sins as we
grow older. Let's not just leave this class with some ideas but let's pray

Iworakah after jummah and make sincere dua to Allah to let us overcome

this fitnah.

Ideas and Examples on what to do:
Language Arts - Students can write poems or answer different writing

prompts about death
Math- Students have to figure out the area, volume or dimensions of
the grave.

H

Social Studies- Teacher will gather information about how different

cultures or peoples look at death.

Science- Teacher can either dissect a small animal, discuss what happens
to a person when they die from a scientific perspective
Islamic Studies - Have a brother or sister who washes and shrouds

bodies to come in and give a short demonstration

Arabic- Nasheed about death
Take the students to a Muslim graveyard (preferably) and give the

following speech on the next page. Students can also learn the etiquettes of
1
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visiting the graveyard.

wa ta 'aala.

Afterwards, take students for lunch °r a fun activity so they can recover

#5: Take Advantage of Your Life Before Your Death
from their experience.
This one phrase summarizes it all: "take advantage of your life before

Sample talk about Death/ regret by Imam Waseem

your death." Every one of us has a life. That is why we are here right now.

J |

Every one of us without a doubt will die. Allah says:
21:35 Every human being is bound to taste death; and We test you [all]

through the bad and the good [things of life] by way of trial: and unto Us
you all must return.

il„JafWI,I'M'Cr-lWI

How are we going to use this life before death comes? As for the Kafir, he
will totally waste it because he will make this life his goal. He will live only

to appease and satisfy every desire of his. Then on the Day of Judgment, he
will beg Allah to send him back to this life.

Allah describes this in the Quran:

A policeman saw two youths in an accident (they couldn't say lailaha
illallah) they kept repeating a song that they were listening to

Sajdah:12 If thou couldst but see [how it will be on Judgment Day],
when those who are lost in sin will hang their heads before their Sustainer,

[saying:] "O our Sustainer! [Now] we have seen, and we have heard! Return

Opposite story - A young man in an accident was reading the quran,

shahada, and then died. The officers told the story to all the hospital staff.

us, then, [to our earthly life] that we may do good deeds: for [now], behold,

we are certain [of the truth]!"

The young man was on his way back from visiting his grandmother, and
only wanted reward from Allah.

1

Example to explain this ayah;

Imagine Bill Gates told you if you meet me here at exactly 7 p.m. he
Which death do you want?

would give you $1 billion. Imagine if you arrived late and you would never

'Take advantage of five matters before five other matters: your youth,

have that chance again, imagine the regret (hasarah) you would have. You

before you become old; and your health, before you fall sick; and your

wouldn't sleep for days, thinking about your missed opportunity. This is

richness, before you become poor; and your free time before you become

for a material thing that will be taken away, imagine on the DoJ when you

busy; and your life, before your death." (Hadeeth)

find out your good deeds are light compared to your sins.

"Seven are the people that will be sheltered on the Day of Judgment, the
day in which there is no shade except the shade of Allah subhaanahu wa ta
'aala.'

Ask forgiveness here and now

Plan to live 60-80 yrs. long, while do we really know? Only a fool lives

Ore of the seven people, the Prophet sal Allaahu alayhi wa sallam sa

Mbned was a youth who grew up in the worship of Allah subhaanahu

A

their life without planning for the biggest test.
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Ways to go back to Allah

Hike to the Hereafter!

Things that are stopping us to get closer to Allah. Try to stop those si^

and make dua' so you hate them. Everyone should think of that one thing
and write or discuss ways to stop.

Objectives:

As we have world goals also make some goals for our deen

79 Students will learn what will happen to a person when they die all
the way to jannah. They will learn about the following steps:

Everyone has an address, we work for the best zip codes, streets, and
neighborhoods. When do we work for our eternal address or the address of

Death, life in the grave, resurrection, being grouped and judged,

our cemetery where we'll be for 100-200-1000-5000 years.

scales, hawd, siraat, qantarah, a'raaf, jannah, and jahannum.

<9. Use their auditory and observation senses to hear and see nature at
work. Thinking of how beautiful Allah swt's creation is
Using their writing skills to write spoken word poems about any

topic concerning the hereafter

79 Learning to draw something in nature; sketching (Art)
79 Learning to be thankful to Allah swt

79 Doing muhasiba (self-reflection) on good and bad deeds
79 Learning about taqwa and how to implement it
79 Thinking about the purpose of life and how intentions are so essential

in getting the right result in the akhira
79 Learning how to get rid of stress, worries, and depression
79 They will also do different activities that will help them reflect about
their current situation and do critical thinking while these speeches

are happening.

Suggested Ages:

•

Seventh through twelfth grade, group size for the Lake Tahoe trip
was 110. A smaller size is suggested.

Checklist/Materials/Other suggestions:

•

Two buses that have a PA system and audio / video capability

•

Parent letter
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•

• Program and info for teachers
• Program and info for students

• Questions that students have to answer while on field trip
• Twoot more good speakers for the youth

Keep in mind the safety of the students; make sure the girls and boys

;

are on different trails, but there are enough chaperones there to help

j

if anything goes wrong.

;

•

The trail should be easy to moderate, not worth going on a difficult
hike

•

Assign teachers different assignments like the leader of the hike,

• Charge about $35-45 for each person for the day-long trip

medic, speakers and topics, coordinator for physical activities like

• Buy fourfirst aid kits and brown bags in case anyone needs to vomit

sharks and minnows, tug of war, and jeopardy

• A box of water bottles (in case a student forgets)

I

*
I

Sample Parent Letter

• Pick a beautiful destination, which is also safe. No more than three

miles of hiking.
• Rope for tug of war (50 ft and thick)
• Jeopardy questions for the ride there

Assalamu Alaykum,
The trip entitled "Hike to the Hereafter," which helps students envision

what happens after one dies will be held as planned on Thursday, May

24th. The 742th grade boys and girls will be going to different parks in the
• Q/A for the way back

Lake Tahoe region.

• Order pizza to arrive at destination once you get there
Brothers- The boys trip has been scheduled to take place at Eagle Lake
• Have at least five to six hours for the entire trip

Hike in Lake Tahoe.

• Keep the speeches short and to the point, about ten minutes each for
a total of 1:10 of speaking

• Split students into groups of five to seven maximum

Sisters- The girls will be going to Vikingsholm trail near Emerald Bay
State Park in the Tahoe region.

• Choose a group leader, someone to lead the hike who knows the

Please be assured that though the students are going to the same region,

trail, and chaperones in the back to make sure no students get left

it is not a co-ed trip. The boys and girls will not ride together, hike together,

behind.

nor eat together because they will be in totally different sections of the park.
We also have over twenty parent and teacher chaperones accompanying

' Send a teacher or chaperone to the hike prior to the trip, so they

the students to make sure things go smoothly. We are also fortunate to have

J

two Shuyukh accompanying us. Shaikh Abdul Bary Yahya from Seattle and

J
’

make sure buses can park there or there is enough space is available

Hafidh Wisam Sharieff from Los Angeles. There will also be an orientation
session on Wednesday, May 23rd during seventh and eighth period to go

for such a large group to hike

over the plans with teachers and students.

know the trails well

• Call the national park or state park where the trail is located and

• Also look into details of how you will be eating and keep in mind

to find a place that has a lot of symbolic places like the topic of the
speech. For example for the hereafter there should be a bridge, body

Students are reminded to dress properly and also to behave in an Islamic

manner at all times. There will be a worksheet that students are to complete
while on the field trip, which is worth 70 points.

of water, mountains, beach, open space to playgames, place to pray

and envision how the steps of the field trip will be

Students who are not attending the trip should remain at home since their
teachers will be chaperoning the field trip. They will be given a worksheet

1 ,32>

!
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to complete to make up for the education they missed. This assignment i$
worth 89 points and will be turned in to their Islamic Studies teacher k

Jeopardy quiz on the bus

Way,May 2541.

Tug of war
Sharks and minnows

<

Sample Schedule:

9H

Students and teachers arrroe at 7:30; go directly to MPR

r*

(Peathand Grave speech by Sh. Abdul Bary and Wisam)

f*

*r
**

7:551oadbuses

Before the trip!
Have the grave and death talk in MPR before getting on the bus.
Students will be required to take a notebook with them on the field trip.

I put up a KWL chart and hope that students will be filling that out to see
what they'd like to know. I'm also going to

10:15 am Arrive at Tahoe

give a 20 question quiz about the hereafter to random students to see

what the average is. After the trip I'll take another sampling to see how they
lOMSO- Give time for students to work on journals and do some of

score-.

B H

B

■I I

the activities listed above
1130-3DO - Do hiking, lecturing, eat lunch, etc..

3:00-4:00 - Round everyone up, use restrooms, pray, and get in the bus

On the bus

Play jeopardy in the bus on the way to the destination. Questions will
be regarding the hereafter. Students will be assigned seats accordingly. (1

4:00 PM leave from Tahoe

6:00 Arrive back at school

hour)
Q&A session with scholar on the bus. (30 minutes)
Not doing this **
Watch

Items to bring:

an edited version of Final Destination the movie,

on the bus.

Bottled water at least 32 oz., hat, small notebook, the hereafter worksheet,
*
*
*
k
k

a pencil, sunscreen at 40 SPF, emergency snack bars or energy bars, a bagged
lunch, and a small backpack to keep your things in.

While hiking play 20 questions with Islamic personalities, places, etc.
More Ideas on what to take on a hike:

k
*
A
ft*
*
S
|A
A
%
s
\

s
h
b

While Hiking

Play within the smaller groups of seven to ten.

One person begins to tell a story and then passes it along to another

person to continue the plot and so on. This has been proven a successful

Activities needing teachers to coordinate:
Assign teachers to help with the followingone for the boys and one for
girls.

way to keep groups of kids hiking together, laughing, and being creative.

Activities to do while on the beach or after speeches

Students should take notes in small journal
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After playing sharks and minnows and talking about the bridge over

hell: Make a list of deeds that might make you slip on the bridge over hell.

Listen carefully for five minutes. Everyone has to be very quiet. Then

After above activity: Imagine if you were stuck in the middle of the

give students three minutes to jot down what they heard and thoughts

people of jannah and jahannum. Would you be closer to the ones in jannah

aboutwhat they felt during that time.

or jahannum? Make a list of good
deeds that you would mention "remind"
►a

Allah swt at that time so He may allow you to enter jannah. How can we
Give time for students to draw something on the beach or a tree; anything

make this more consistent?

at all.
They will have four minutes to write a poem about death, siraat, jannah,

jahannum, resurrection or the grave, etc.
Wisam Sharieff (10 min)

Secondhike to the waterfall

Hawd
Sirat and Al-Qantarah: there is also a bridge so they will learn about

walking over the siraat and how people will get their good deeds from

Death- Have students lie down and have one of the people talk about

death

others who hurt them (skit form)
Play sharks and minnows and tell them the student that the sharks are

Signs of a good end and bad end
1. Before death speech: How many times do you remember death

the ones who will be stopping the people from crossing over the hellfire.

Wisam Sharieff: A description of the hellfire (10 min)

during the day or night? How could this be beneficial to someone?
1. Before speech about hell: How many times a day do you ask Allah to

LBefore the death talk "reachback" and think of all the happy memories

you've had at school, home, and in general for five minutes. Make a list of
your top three. Spend a few minutes thanking Allah swt for allowing you

save you from hell?

2. Before speech about hell: Think about the last time you were about

to do something bad, but you stopped yourself. What caused you to stop?

to have such great times.
Wisam Sharieff will talk about Jannah (10 min)

Sh. Abdul Bary Yahya (10 min)

Life in the Grave- good/bad in the grave
Sh. AbdulBary Yahya (30 minutes)

AH students will bring a bagged lunch

A feast of jannah (this will need some coordination). Students can bring
food and have parent volunteers set it up really nicely. Just before eating

Going to a plain area and talking about the day everyone will be raised
and their deeds being weighed

The standing in groups- students will be gathered by class groups
K
s

15
is
Is
Is
Is
Is
as

I

Judged-books being given out
Sales- tug of war, put a few people on one side and a lot on the other;

the results and then do the opposite.

have a short talk about jannah. Cultural connection by having students

bring foods from their country.

1. After jannah talk, "examine your motives." Answer these questions:
why do you do good deeds, what drives you in life or what's your purpose?

2. After jannah talk: Write your worries in the sand and know that all

of them will disappear when the tide comes in. In jannah, all your worries
will be washed away.

J On the way home:
to have such great times. (2 points)

These journals should be collected in the bus. They will be graded
returned back. They are worth 50 points, so students really need to do them

hell: Make a list of deeds that might make you slip on the bridge over hell.

correctly.

•

(3 points)

8. After above activity: Imagine if you were stuck in the middle of the
people of jannah and jahannum. Would you be closer to the ones in jannah

or jahannum? Make a list of good deeds that you would mention to Allah
Grade__ /TO points

swt at that time so He may allow you to enter jannah. How can we make

this more consistent? (2 points)

p

Z
Z

Hike to the Hereafter Student's Assignment (Turn into your Islamic
9. Before speech about hell: How many times a day do you ask Allah to

studies teacher)

save you from hell? (2 points)

ir

*

I

T. After playing sharks and minnows and talking about the bridge over

*Be sure to write all of these answers on a journal, so that you can turn
10. Before speech about hell: Think about the last time you were about

in after the trip.

to do something bad, but you stopped yourself. What caused you to stop?
(3 points)
11. After jannah talk, "examine your motives." Answer these questions:

why do you do good deeds, what drives you in life or what's your purpose?
(5 points)

12. After jannah talk: Write your worries in the sand and know that all

of them will disappear when the tide comes in. In jannah, all your worries

will be washed away. (5 points)

Hereafterfield trip questions for bus (Jeopardy)

Question # 1 (C)
Which of the following is NOT a Major Sign of the Day of Judgment?

A: Ad-Dukhan (The Smoke)

B: The Appearance of the Beast (ad-Dabba)
C: The slave woman will give birth to her master

D: The Rising of the sun from the west

The Dajjal will be able to enter this place:

A: Makkah

1. Take notes of the speeches that are given by the scholar that

accompanies the group. (20 points)
Death

■

Grave-

r

deeds/ Siraat / Hawd

Day of Resurrection/

Weighing

of
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B.Madinah
C Masjid al-Aqsa & Masjid at-Tur (Sinai)

B: Ar-Rafidah

Me Dome of the Rock (the Sakhrah)

C: Al-Khawaarij
D: All of the above

__ ___________________________________________________ _

8. What day does the hour fall on? Friday
Which of the following is NOT one of the three questions that will be

9. How many major signs of the last day are there? 10

n tu v n v n w

asked by Munkai and Nakeer in the grave?

AWisyourLord?"

10. Definition of Al-khatimah. (how a person dies, their end)

r

B: "What is your name?

C “Who is your Prophet?"

11. Give twocauses for a bad death, (sinner, disobeys parents, shirk,

D. "What is your religion?"______________

kufr, etc..)
12. Define the Qabr. (grave)

Question f 4 (A)
Which group of people COMPLETELY denies that the Resurrection will

13. Name twothings that can intercede for you. (good deeds, prophet,

kids who memorized quran)

occur?
A Pagan Arabs

14. How will Allah judge people? (with justice and mercy)

ftjews
0 Buddhists

15. Will there be one scale for all nations or different ones? (majority

opinion- different scales for nations)

D. Christians

16. Islamic definition of As-Siraat? (bridge over hell)

Question 15 (B)
Who is responsible for the blowing of the Trumpet?

17. What is al-hawd? (big pool where the prophet will give water, you

AThe Angel, Munkar

won't ever get thirsty again)

B: The Angel, Israfeel
18. T/F Animals will not be resurrected. (F)

CThe Angel, Jibreel

D. The Prophet Mohammad (sala Allahu alayhi wa salam)

Question I 6 (C)

19. T/F You will be resurrected the way or the action you died upon. (T)

20. T/F People will be gathered in groups. (T)

What is the linguistic definition of as-Sirat?

k
k
k

A The bridge placed over the Hellfire.

21. T/F The hour is far away. (F)

B: The bridge which Muslims will pass to enter Jennah.
I The dear, straight path

22. T/F There is special intercession from the prophets. (T)

D: A sharp sword with 70,000 hooks and thorns on it.

23. Give one name for the last day. Akhira, qiyama,

Question 17 (D)

24. How many landslides will there be on the Arabian peninsula

Wpo^Se?^
CJ 11

J

I?

°^°n

S6e^

(su^ana^u wa taala) is

25. Where will the 3 landslides take place? Arabia, east and west

(1)
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26. How long does the punishment of the grave last? As long as it t^v
to get rid of sins
es
27. How much of the Quran talks about the hereafter? C

a. Vt

b.Vi

c.1/3

37. How long will people stand on doj? What about the believers? C
a. 100k years, 1 k years

c. 50k, lk yrs

b. 50 k, 40 k

d. 50k days, lk days

d. most of it

38. How many angels will drag hell to be seen on the doj? B
28. How many parts of Allah's mercy is reserved for the hereafter? C

a. 100

c. 99

b. 50

d. 1

29. T / F The Prophet said that the average age of this ummah is between

I

a. 4.9 million

b. 4.9 billion

c. 70,000

39. Which ummah is first to be judged? C

a. Ibrahim's

b. Adam's

c. Muhammad's

d. Musa's

70-80.
40. What will happen to those who drink from al-hawd? C

a. never be hungry

b. never have to worryc. never be thirsty

30. T / F The punishment of the grave will mostly be felt by the body.

41. What is the best reward in jannah? C

F

a. being able to fly b. Seeing Allah (swt) c. jannatil firdaus

31. Who will the first to be clothed on the doj? A

42. What is the highest level of jannah? C

a. Ibrahim b. Muhammad c. Adam

a.naeem

d. Musa

32 Why would some people shine on the last day? B

b.wudu

a. prayer

c. reading Quran

33. Who will have long necks on doj? C
a, imam

b. boyscouts

c. those who killed giraffes

d. muaddin (give a than)

34. Who will be the size of tiny ants on that day? B
a. those who step on ants

b. arrogant people

c. short people

35. What punishment will the wealthy beggars have? B
a. no skin

b. no skin on theirface

c. no clothes

36. The reward for giving lots of charity? B

Aabig thanks and certificate
c. drink from thehawdh

«42»

d. 19

b.clouds shading you

b. adn

c. firdaus al-a'la
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Time Needed: 20 minutes
Number ofPlayers: Groups of 6-8 each
Materials Needed: 200 balloons and two rolls of masking tape per group
Preparation Needed (Ahead of Time):

Instructions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Faith In Action

Divide group into smaller groups of six to eight people.

Write a good deed on each balloon
The goal is to make a free standing tower (i.e. cannot attach off of
ceiling, prop against wall, etc.)

Towers will look different. Discuss with participants how different
methods illustrate how we are different and alike. Also, our perceptions
and understanding of the same instructions can be different.

Did this become a competition? Was that part of the instructions? How
did your group communicate? Did anyone assume leadership? Did your
group work together or individually? What are some signs of you working
together or individually? How does this affect our group? What did you
learn from this activity?

J

MV

<
<
I
I
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Biggest Loser: Salah Edition
1

Objective: team how to have khushoo' in salah and the importance of

Objective: To motivate students to pray.

doing so.

Sample Materials: Letter to parents and teachers below

Materials: 5balloons, projector, ummah films, masjid linebacker video,

khushoo sheet and 33 ways to improve salah (handout) or
shortcuts on how to improve salah,

Suggested time and level: 8 weeks, depending how many

classes

participate;third through twelfth grade

SuggestedTimeandLevel: 2 class periods, sixth through twelfth grade

Sample Letter to Teachers
Dear Teachers!
Assalamualaikum,

• Story of Sahabi to pray again
1 Discussion

x Why don’t people pray?

In order to motivate our students to pray we're going to be holding, The

Biggest Loser: Salah Edition. Next week, students will be adding up how

many salahs they miss as a class. The class that missed the most salahs will
be knocked out, while the others advance. The competition will be for third

A What is salah supposed to give us?
1 Why doesn't salah make a difference?

1 What is khushoo?
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

t What are the weirdest things you've seen someone do in prayer?
t 5 levels of salah
I What are some tips on improving salah

*
r

*

A UmmahFilms video
hltfr^
a

Masjid linebacker hlip//im.\ioutube.com/watch?v=-ii6AAcGI394

through twelfth grade. The success of this competition depends on honesty,

so please convey this to the students. If any student is found to forge their
parent's signature the entire class will be disqualified. The competition will
last for eight weeks.

The winning classes will receive a trip to play laser tag and the runner
up will receive a pizza party.

The student will track their salah every week and get a parent signature.

On Mondays, the Islamic Studies teacher will check the paper for the
signature and add up the missed prayers for all the students in the class.
Please make a copy for each student in your class.

Brainstorm a list of the most common distractions people have in prayer

The point is to get the lowest number but since we have varying numbers

Destroying the distractions, write them on balloon, and then hit the

in each classroom we want to take a percentage. For example: let's say the

balloons around while a nasheed plays. When the nasheed stops, read one

7th grade girls (17 students) missed a total of 50 prayers for the entire class

of the distractions and as a group come up with ways you can get rid of the

for that week. The 7th grade boys (only 11 students) missed 40 prayers. Each

distraction After doing so, pop the balloon.

student who doesn't return their sheet on Monday will cause their team to

Brainstorming session: think of ways to improve salah before, during,

and after.

add ten missed prayers. In the chart below, write down the total amount of

each class missed. The class with the highest average of missed prayers will
be disqualified.

*

I
V
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Sample Letter to Students/Parents
Name:___

Grade:

Date:

The Biggest Loser: Salah Edition!
Every Monday, each Islamic studies teacher will check for the signal^
and how many missed prayers there are For each day below just
a tally mark to show how many fardh salah you missed. Praying a salah
after the time (is considered missed). If a student fails to bring this in on
a Monday, their class will lose 10 points automatically for each missing
student. If a student is caught cheating or being dishonest, the entire class
will be disqualified from the competition. *
If you can t pray for a week
please make sure you get the paper signed anyways.

Week 3 I

Week 4

I
'I
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Ramadan Self-Reflect

Hajjfor Dummies

I
1

1

Objective: Have students design a personal

evaluation

chart for

Objective: Students will learn about the different types of hajj, History
of the Kaaba, History of Masjid Nabwi, and how to get ready

Ramadan or any other month

for Hajj

Materials: Construction paper, markers, ruler, glue, scissors

Suggested Time and Level: 1 class period, seventh through twelfth grade

Suggested time and level: 45 minutes, third through twelfth grade

Process:
1. The teacher will give students three to five minutes to brainstorm
goals that they'd like to accomplish or deeds they should be doing
everyday.

3. The students will then work on their own self evaluation chart and

are allowed to personalize it with a symbol or picture

f
I

process:
•

Have students create a PowerPoint on any of the following topics:

•

The phases of the construction and expansion of the Kaaba

•

Historical and special sites of Makkah or Madinah

•

Hajj Qiran

•

Hajj Ifraad

•

Hajj Tamattu

•

Requirements

o

At least 10 slides

o

One sound or video in the presentation

o

Bibliography

o

Title slide
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Hajj Carnival

is over.
4

*®“ Wearing the Ihram for men and full white or black jilbaab for sisters.

Must stay after school on the day of the carnival, inshallah.

Research:

Must obey any rules or instructions that are given.
Present the steps of the Hajj on a project board (as a class)

Point Distribution:
-

A picture for each location (Mina, Arafat, Kaaba, Safa and Marwa,

etc..)

Research Paper about the steps

30 Points

!

A brief description of each step

Project Board (as a class)

30 Points

-

Points will be given for organization and attractiveness

Explaining the significance at the Hajj Carnival

30 Points

-

All descriptions must be typed with "Times New Roman" font

Teamwork

10 Points

Total

100 Point

and size "12"
-

Teamwork is a MUST

Each student will be assigned a step of Hajj to research

Must be typed using "TNR" font and size "12"

Must be at least one page in length
Must give details of the step (example: In the tawaf we go around the

Kaaba 7 times counter-clockwise)
Must be in essay format and use complete sentences
Must have a cover page that includes (Title, Name, Grade, Date)

During the Hajj Carnival:

Each student will be assigned a certain step of Hajj and be a guide
during the carnival. Duties will include:
Explaining the step of Hajj to students and parents.

T Guiding them through the step and making sure they do it correctly.
r Memorizing and saying any recommended du'as.

Standing next to the area they are responsible for until the carnival

a

lift
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Quranic Treasure Hunt
Objective: Students will use their analytical skills to understand the
ayaat of the Quran and also have some physical activity

finding dues Bound the school.
Materials: 12 envelopes, five to seven copies of each verse (depending
onhow many groups you have)

| WASEEM PERACHAl
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Clue #2: Masjid/MusaUah

9:108

Never stand you therein. Verily, the mosque whose foundation was laid
from the first day on piety is more worthy that you stand therein (to pray).

In it are men who love to clean and to purify themselves. And Allah loves
those who make themselves clean and pure (i.e. who clean their private

parts with dust [which has the cleansing properties of soap) and water from

urine and stools, after answering the call of nature]. (108)
Process/lnstructions:

2:124 And [remember this:] when his Sustainer tried Abraham by [His]

Use the dues below to find 12 envelopes. Answer the questions in the

commandments and the latter fulfilled them, He said: "Behold, I shall make

envelope and move forward. There should be no more than three people in

thee a leader of men. "Abraham asked: "And [wilt Thou make leaders] of

a group and there will be no running or talking out loud in the hallways.

my offspring as well? "[God] answered: "My covenant does not embrace

Any team found doing so will lose all participation points and sit in the

the evildoers."

computer lab to write sentences. This will be strictly enforced!
Clue #3 96:1-5 - Library

For the teacher, ideas on where each envelope could be hidden is

highlighted. The higher the grade, the more hidden the envelopes should

Read! In the Name of your Lord, Who has created (all that exists), (1)
He has created man from a clot (a piece of thick coagulated blood) (2) Read!

be.

And your Lord is the Most Generous, (3) Who has taught (the writing) by

1

Clue # 1: • Wudu area, bathroom

the pen. (4) He has taught man that which he knew not. (5)

And if they give thee the lie - even so, before thy time, have [other]
&
*

Sn 5 Ayah 6

k
k
k
k
r
k
I*
k

Oyou who believe! When you intend to offer As-Salat (the prayer), wash

a stale of Janaba (i.e. after a sexual discharge), purify yourself (bathe your

*

whole body), But if you are ill or on a journey or any of you comes after

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

apostles been given the lie when they came with all evidence of the truth,

and with books of divine wisdom, and with light-giving revelation.
your faces and your hands (forearms) up to the elbows, rub (by passing wet

hands over) your heads, and (wash) your feet up to ankles []. If you are in

If I were to catch on fire I'd be up in smoke real fast, so save me if your
heart's desire.

^1

Clue #4

answering the call of nature, or you have been in contact with women (i.e.
sexual intercourse) and you find no water, then perform Tayammum with

He is Allah, beside Whom La ilaha ilia Huwa (none has the right to be

deanearthandrubtherewithyourfaces and hands.Q Allah does not want

worshipped but He) the All-Knower of the unseen and the seen. He is the

to place you in difficulty, but He wants to purify you, and to complete His

Most Gracious, the Most Merciful. (22) He is Allah beside Whom is La ilaha

Favor to you that you may be thankful (6)

ilia Huwa (none has the right to be worshipped but He) the King, the Holy,
the One Free from all defects, the Giver of security, the Watcher over His
creatures, the All-Mighty, the Compeller, the Supreme. Glory be to Allah!

« 55 »
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(High is He) above all that they associate as partners with Him. (23) He is

Allah, the Creator, the Inventor of all things, the Bestower of forms. To Him
belong the Best Names[]. All that is in the heavens and the earth glorify

Him. And He is the All-Mighty, the All-Wise. (24)

Que foi more help And the herbs and the trees - both (alike) bow in
adoration, 55:6

64:16 So fear Allah as much as ye can; listen and obey and spend in charity
for the benefit of your own soul and those saved from the covetousness of
their own souls,- they are the ones that achieve prosperity.

il

Clue #8 - Gym or playground outside

6:32 And nothing is the life of this world but a play and a passing delight;
and the life in the hereafter is by far the better for all who are conscious of

1

Que 15 ■ High street light in the parking lot

God. Will you not, then., use your reason?

Allah is the light of the heavens and the earth. The parable of His Light

is as (if there were) a niche and within it a lamp, the lamp is in glass, the

glass as it were a brilliant star, lit from a blessed tree, an olive, neither of the
east (i.e. neither it gets sun-rays only in the morning) nor of the west (i.e.

Clue #9

12:39 - Detention room or High fence, Gym

norit gets sun-rays only in the afternoon, but it is exposed to the sun all day

"0 my companions in imprisonment! Which is more reasonable: 1401

long), whose oil would almost glow forth (of itself), though no fire touched

[belief in the existence of numerous divine] lords, each of them different

it light upon Light! Allah guides to His Light whom He wills. And Allah

from the other"

sefcforthparablesformankind, and Allah is All-Knower of everything. (35)

that exists?

Extra due I'm very tall (more than 20 ft) when its dark out I shed light

-or [in] the One God, who holds absolute sway over all

Extra clue: This is a place where there are bars over 10 ft high and pointy
on the top for no one to get by. I'm cold and desolate until the kids come to

upon all what's around me.

play. I light up and would like them to stay.
« Out IS-Security ameraoT car, office where security cameras

are located

In that [paradise] they shall [rightfully] claim all the fruits [of their past
deeds]/ resting in security; 44:55
4F:24 Do they not then think deeply in the Qur'an, or are their hearts

locked up (from understanding it)? (24)
F
F
p
F
F
F

K
F
n
h

Clue #10 - Water Fountain

34:12 (Asad) AND UNTO Solomon [We made subservient] the wind: its
morning course [covered the distance of] a month's journey, and its evening
course, a month's journey.1141 And We caused a fountain of molten copper

to flow at his behest;and [even] among the invisible beings there were
some that had [been constrained] to labor for him by his Sustainer' s leave

| Clue 17 - Donation box
2:83. And remember We took a covenant from the Children of Israel

and whichever of them deviated from Our command, him would W e let
taste suffering through a blazing flame

(to this effect): Worship none but Allah, treat with kindness your parents

And [remember] when Moses prayed for water for his people and W e

and kindred, and orphans and those in need; speak fair to the people; be

replied, "Strike the rock with thy staff !"-whereupon twelve springs gushed

steadfast in prayer; and practice regular charity. Then did ye turn back,

forth from it, so that all the people knew whence to drink. /4i5/ [And Moses

except a few among you, and ye backslide (even now).

said:] "Eat and drink the sustenance provided by God, and do not act

ft

ribose who spend their wealth for increase in self-purification,

J*

4N
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“"1—. ‘

wickedly on earth by spreading corruption."

Get connected to the quran
< Clue #11 - Fridge or Kitchen area

Objectives

Verily, the Muttaqun (pious - see V.2:2) shall be amidst shades and
springs. (41) And fruits, such as they desire. (42) "Eat and drink comfortably

SWBAT:

for that which you used to do. (43) Verily, thus We reward the Muhsinun

.

(good-doers see V2112)

Experience the beauty of the Qur'an
Understand the importance of reciting the Quran properly

« Clue #12 - Mailbox

Be Motivated to memorize Quran more than before
Choose a favorite Qur' an recitor and tafsir

2:41 Believeinthat which Ihave [now] bestowed from on high, confirming

the truth already in your possession, and be not foremost among those who

Incorporate and monitor daily reading of Qur'an

deny its truth; and do not barter away My messages for a trifling gain;1321

Memorize the practical solutions provided at the end of the chapter

and of Me, of Me be consdous

Navigating and using Quranexplorer.com/quran and houseofquran.
com

Process:
Students will reflect over how the heart absorbed negative influences

through various inputs (ears: music, eyes: TV, nose: cologne) and will see
how positive inputs a have positive influence on the heart.

Activity
1. Teacher will distribute current, popular lyrics with missing words

to class

Students will fill in the blanks
*

*I
2

2. Teacher will distribute larger surahs from 30th juzz with missing
words to class

w
*
A
*
A

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PYLI50Q8blA

If

A
A
5

Rh
hh

3.

Listen to the nasheed "Afraid to read" by Dawud Wharnsby and

have students read the lyrics and discuss what they mean.
http://www.uoutube.com/watch?v=9UboYwhVaVY
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4. Listen toNasheed Ya hamiulul Quran by Ahmad

iQuran: Navigating through Quranic
Resources online

Bukhatir, with

translation

5. Students will bring their favorite lyrics to the class. The class will be

1

1

split into groups of three or four and their job is to take the lyrics and

simply make a chart showing the positive and/or Islamic concepts

Objectives: Students will:

that are being discussed. They are to write down the negative and

un-lslamic topics that are mentioned in the songs. Every five minutes

-

Experience the beauty of the Qur'an.

-

Understand the importance of proper Quran recitation

-

Be Motivated to memorize Quran more than before

-

Choose a favorite Quran reciter and tafsir

-

Incorporate and monitor daily reading of Quran

-

Navigate and use Quranexplorer.com/quran and houseofquran.

they have to switch their lyrics with another groups and keep adding
to the list.

Homework

- Students will determine a favorite recite by listening to a number of
different reciters on quranexplorer or islamway.com

com

- Teacher will distribute Quran chart or ask students to create one
- Students will track their nightly readin

Learn about different technologies and software programs that can

-

help connect one to the Quran

- Students will finish the entire Quran as a class by the end of the week
Materials: Computer, internet, paper, and pens

Suggested Time and Level: 3 class periods, 6th grade and up

1. Students will be put into pairs and will go to the computer lab and
visit all the websites mentioned below.
2. Students will make a three-column chart:
c.

First column: write the website and its uses.

d. Second column: go over the pros.

e.

Third column: go over the cons.
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3. Students will search for the YouTube channel called Quran weekly,
r'
They will find a video they are interested in and watch it, take notes,
and discuss it amongst themselves.

4. Listen to various Quran specialists and have students pick their

Objective: Students will learn about what are the different types of good
deeds in Islam. Students will understand what are the most

favorite one so they can listen and try to copy them.

important and best deeds they can do. Learn how to research
5. Teach students how to use Quranexplorer.com/ Quran and hou-

the Quran and Hadith to find good deeds.

seofquran.com by navigating the websites

Suggested Time and Level: 2 periods, sixth through twelfth

Homework:
Watch Koran by heart by HBO with the family and discuss how the

family can make a Quran memorization schedule.

Koran by Heart httpy/unvw.youtube.cotn/watcli?v=qi_BD5U03f0

process:
1. Listen to a nasheed by Native deen called "Small Deeds"

have

students reflect about having the choice to do something good, but
leaving it since they think it's not really important. Discuss what the

benefits of doing good deeds are and stories of how a small deed can

change the course of one's life in a positive or negative manner.

Projects/Assessmenh

Students will pick their favorite ayah and make a poster by writing the

2. Listen to the nasheed again and let students compete to see which
students write down the most good deeds mentioned in the nasheed.

ayah in calligraphy with the meaning and some other artistic work as well.

Ask a professional calligrapher for some advice on how to write in Arabic
calligraphy or look for samples online.

3. Have students brainstorm more

mi nu tes.

4. Then allow students to go on the Internet to search for good deeds

or things Muslims should do in the Quran. Assign each student a
section to read over to find actions Allah loves and give tips on how
to find them. Allah loves____ , look for jannah, taqwa, mohsin, and

see how Allah describes those people. Quranic examples

(2:177,

31:12-19,41:30-36, Surah Taghabun, Mo'minoon:l-ll, Ma'arij 19-35,
Furqan:61-77, Surah Tahreem, Bani Israeel:23-40, Surah Hujraat) for

ten minutes.
5. Have students look for Hadeeth that mention good deeds and possibly

the rewards as well.

Use islam.org hadith search, saheehbukhari.

com, saheehmuslim.com,

searchtruth.com,

fadaail

a'maal

some

weak narrations to search for deeds and the hadeeth are endless..
6. Create a small poster showing of the five deeds you like the most

and have either Quran or Hadith showing where to locate them.

Decorate the poster to hang up.
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3. Students will search for the YouTube channel called Quran weekly,
They will find a video they are interested in and watch it, take notes

and discuss it amongst themselves.
4. listen to various Quran specialists and have students pick their

Objective: Students will learn about what are the different types of good

deeds in Islam. Students will understand what are the most

favorite one so they canlisten and try to copy them.

••

4J

important and best deeds they can do. Learn how to research

5. Teach students how to use Quranexplorer.com/ Quran and hou-

the Quran and Hadith to find good deeds.

seolqurancomby navigating the websites

Suggested Time and Level: 2 periods, sixth through twelfth
I
ft

Homework:
process:

I

fJft

r
/

£

Watch Koran by heart by HBO with the family and discuss how the

family can make a Quran memorization schedule.

1. Listen to a nasheed by Native deen called "Small Deeds"

have

students reflect about having the choice to do something good, but

Koranby Heart http'J/www.^ulube£0in/watch?v=cii_BD5UO3fO

leaving it since they think it's not really important. Discuss what the

benefits of doing good deeds are and stories of how a small deed can

change the course of one's life in a positive or negative manner.

Projects/Assessment

Students will pick their favorite ayah and make a poster by writing the
ayah in calligraphy with the meaning and some other artistic work as well.
Ask a professional calligrapher for some advice on how to write in Arabic
calligraphy or look for samples online.

2. Listen to the nasheed again and let students compete to see which
students write down the most good deeds mentioned in the nasheed.
Winner will get a prize.
3. Have students brainstorm more good deeds for three minutes.
4. Then allow students to go on the Internet to search for good deeds

or things Muslims should do in the Quran. Assign each student a
section to read over to find actions Allah loves and give tips on how
to find them. Allah loves____ , look for jannah, taqwa, mohsin, and
see how Allah describes those people. Quranic examples

(2:177,

31:12-19,41:30-36, Surah Taghabun, Mo'minoon:l-ll, Ma'arij 19-35,
Furqan:61-77, Surah Tahreem, Bani Israeel:23-40, Surah Hujraat) for

ten minutes.

5. Have students look for Hadeeth that mention good deeds and possibly
the rewards as well.

Use islam.org hadith search, saheehbukhari.

com, saheehmuslim.com,

searchtruth.com,

fadaail

a'maal

some

weak narrations to search for deeds and the hadeeth are endless..

6. Create a small poster showing of the five deeds you like the most

and have either Quran or Hadith showing where to locate them.
Decorate the poster to hang up.
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7. Application is up to the students. Motivate yourself through the fadaail,

Major Sins in Islam

8. Have students make a list of deeds/sunnan they'd like to start
practicing and make it into a chart they can check off as they build it

1

into their character

’1

W1

nimni

1

1

------------ - 1 •

- —— -

Objective: Students will learn about the major sins in Islam (al-kabaair).
Materials: Computer lab, internet, pen, paper, poster board, markers,

scissors, and glue
Suggested time: 45 minutes

Good Deeds Worksheet for Islamic

I

r
9

Studies
Process:

listen to Small Deeds by Native Deen and make a list of all the good
deeds that are mentioned in the video.

1. Put students in groups of four or five and have them search for a list

of major sins in Islam

Write about a time that you didn't want to do a small deed and you I

2. After discussing the major sins with the rest of the class, the teacher

thought of the immense reward or had something inside you that will push I

will give students time to design a poster

you to do it. How did it make you feel? OR When you had a chance to do a |
small deed, but refused to help out or do it just because of following your I

3. Students will then make a poster that has a theme of one of the major
sins and finds pictures (appropriate) that warn against doing the sin

desires. How did it make you feel, did you regret it?

with logical, and Shari' reasons not to fall into that sin

I
I

Brainstorm a list of good deeds, you have one minute!

I

Lookfor ayaat that mentionsL jannah, taqwa, mohsin, and see how Allah I

4. Share the poster with the rest of the class and hang them on a bulletin

board.

describes those people. Quranic examples, 2:177,31:12-19, 41:30-36, Surah j

Taghabun, Mo'minoon:l-ll, Ma'arij 19-35, Furqan:61-77, Surah Tahreem, I

Muslims we must be those who advertise and try to enjoin good and

Bani Israeel:M, Surah Hujraat). List the qualities or good deeds that

these people do that are mentioned above.

I

Look for ahadeeth on the topic of good deeds or the best deeds and make
a list of five different ones. Websites may include the following: islam.org

hadith search, saheehbukhari.com, saheehmuslim.com, searchtruth.com.
Create a list showing of the five deeds you like the most and you could
make you're your goals. Write down how you will achieve them (steps) and
F

mention obstacles you may face. Also, have a reward if you are able to do
all of them or punishment if you aren't. Decorate the poster to hang up or

make a short comic/cartoon showing a good deed. (Staple it to this sheet)
ft

F
*
*
*
*

Design a checklist of daily sunnahs that the prophet did on excel (have

at least 10). Print this checklist out and staple it to this sheet.

5. Teacher will explain how society calls to such major sins. Also, as

forbid evil

| WASEEM PERACHA |
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Pledging not to sin
Objective: Learn about the major sins and how to seek forgiveness.
Materials: Whiteboard, markers, poster board, and internet
Suggested Time and Level: 1 class period, seventh through twelfth

Process:

1. The teacher will ask everyone to think of the worst sin they have ever
committed.
2 Students will write the sin down on a small piece of paper.
3. The teacher will ask if anyone is willing to share their sin with the rest
of the student. Of course no one will raise their hand.

4. The teacher will compare this to our sins being exposed on the Day of
Judgment if we did not repent.
5. The teacher will then ask the students to repent sincerely for this sin
(see Lesson 5 below) and then rip up the paper into shreds. Liken that to
how the angels will tear the paper they wrote our sins on.
Alternative:

1. Students will brainstorm sins in Islam, one of the students will write the
answers that students provide on the board
2. Students will write down the major sins they did on a small piece of
paper and crumple it up.
3. Students will have a snowball fight in the classroom (with the small

balls).
4. Everyone will pick the balls up and a student will write the results on a

poster board.

5.

Each student will learn the five R's of repentance: recognition, remorse,
restitution, reformation, resolutionjand then sign the poster board, and
make a pact not to sin again.

I
I

I

6. Students can also discuss how to stay away from those sins in the future

I

7. This poster should be hung in the classroom to be a constant reminder

I

Part 3:
Character Counts

I WASEEM PERACHA |
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Stop bullying

I was sent to Perfect Character!

I

1

Objectiue: Students will learn about the character traits of the Prophet

Objective: Students will learn what bullying is and different ways

Muhammad (saw).
Suggested time and lerel: several class periods, 9th through 12th grade

Process:

people bully others.

Materials: Projector, speakers, laptop

Defining Bullying

1 Students will brainstorm different character traits of the Prophet

Watch http://www.youtube.com/wa tch ?v-lj 6 YA03hm4k

Muhammad (brave,kind, honest, etc..)

The last time you name-called someone, did you ever think what type
1 Each student will be given a character trait of the prophet and they
will have to research this trait.
3. Sample Requirements:

• at least one avah and one hadeeth

of effect it would have? Is it just pushing or hitting someone or can it

sometimes hurt more with words?

Ask if students can share experiences where they were hurt by something

that someone said, how did the deal with it what are some solutions.

J

• one storyJ from seerah

• explain lessons of each
• Find a story from a sahabi or scholar of the past
• a modem video clip or article that talks about this trait can be

What is bullying and can someone give some examples or scenarios of
each type?

Physical, name-calling, exclusion

For each example ask how many think it's bullying or harmless teasing?

from non-Muslim source or person

• List ways one can apply this trait in our life

Would excluding certain grades or people from playing sports at lunch
be considered bullying? What about yelling at a teammate who isn't playing

• A game or activity to keep students' attention

well?

| A short quiz to test their knowledge

' Make a PowerPoint or usePrezi.com to present

Imagine you were sitting at a lunch table or in an area and a new student

wanted to join the circle or sit closer, what would you do? Is it bullying to
exclude them?

t

It's time to pick a team and you pick everyone except a few kids, would

you consider that bullying through exclusion?

How would these scenarios make a person who was bullied feel?
What should the person who was bullied do in this situation?

I WASEEM PERACHA |
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Bullies are often trying to make people "respect" them. Is this really

of their minivan and going to school.

respect or is it fear? What is the difference? How is bullying and violent

behavior an act of disrespect?

Recently there was a game between two Catholic schools, one strong
team vs. a weak one. The stronger team took total advantage and beat

Discussion Questions for New Boy

1. What did you notice about the class, what's the racial background of
the class?

the other team 100-0. The team kept scoring 3s just to get to 100. Ask the

teachersto put them in the coaches' mind, and give some responses. The

2. What are some differences between Joseph's class in Africa and in

students should think about what they would've done as students and

Ireland? How are the teachers treated and is it more respectful? Is

possibly previous examples of where a similar situation had arisen.

there any difference in the way the teacher treats the students?

3. Any difference on how they leave the school for recess or break?
i>

Is this a type of bullying? What should've been done?
4. Why are the other students so excited when there's about to be a
litlpyAow.yoiitiibe.coni/iuflfch?u=Q81bsGI-JcY

fight?

(anti-bullying ad- kills himself at the end)

To those who bully, do you ever consider that someone may actually
think about suicide because of the things you say or do to them? How
would you feel if it was being done to you? Oprah had a show with three

moms talking about how their kids killed themselves. Don't you think its

cruel to make fun of someone? As Muslims, have we lost all respect and

love for one another?

Agree or Disagree?
1. People who are different from everyone else should change.
2. If you don't like the way somebody does something, it's not important
to respect them.

3. If you're different in any way, making people afraid of you is one
way to make them respect you.

What can we do to make it up to that person who we bullied?

4. If a classmate is handicapped, you can't be friends with them.
littp^/uni.nL\\ioiitube.coni/ivatcli?v=iiWJut7KQhI4

5. You should only be friends with people who are exactly like you.

What are some steps we can take to help stop bullies?
What can teachers or parents do to help their children? What advice
would you give to a friend who has thought about suicide?

Article on Amanda Todd's Suicide

http://www. huffing ton post, com/2012/10/11/amanda-to dd-suicide

bullying_n_1959909.html
New boy short film (10 min)

Shouldn't we try to think of the situations that people are facing and try

to understand them better? Many times we don't realize what the person is
going through. Example: kids in public school who are literally living out

•w *
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ip your life.

Respect Yo Parents!

I

What are some other ways parents sacrifice for their kids?
They keep loving you even if you make mistakes and they pray for you

to be happy in this life and the hereafter.

I

/

I
I

Zf

Returning the love
See the importance of keeping the lines of communication open with

Parents love when the child is kind, obedient, and helpful. Proud of

their parents.

their child and disappointed or embarrassed if the opposite. Remember
beam the key to increase freedom and autonomy is through building

trustandacbngresponsibly

you re a reflection of your parents. Take care of them in old age.

Have students look up these verses in their Quran

Learning model Islamic behavior and what the Quran and Hadith say

Command from Allah (Surah Isra 17:23-24)

tat respecting parents

Materials: Large sheets of paper, pen, paper, whiteboard, and markers

Obedience to Allah first, so if your parents tell you something haram,

you don't listen

Suggested Time and Level: 2 class periods, 7th through 12th grade

Surah Luqman 31:12-14

Procedure/Process

Do chores at home?Give me some examples.

Have students 01 out a questionnaire about obedience to parents.

Respecting parents' wishes is another way of showing we love them.

Questions will be worth fivepoints each and have a grading scale at the end

(see obedience to parents questionnaire).

Discussion questions?

T Do your parents show love and concern for you? 1-5

* How is your relationship with your parents? 1-5

1. What things do your parents do that really bugs you?
2. What do you do that really bugs your parents?

«■ Do you and your parents have healthy communication? 1-5
3. Do you think your parents understand
* Do you think your parents trust you? 1-5

changes

you

are

going through at this age? If not, what could you do to help them

* Do you respect your parents? 1-5
Short lecture about Obedience to Parents

the

understand?

(fiveminutes)

After Allah and His messenger very important to be obedient to parents
Realize how much your parents have done for you: your pregnancy,

childbirth, feeding, waking all night, bought clothes, food, medicine, toys
tomakeyouhappy, good education, and there for all the important things

4. What are some things you would like to talk to your parents about,
but feel like you can't? Why don't you think you can talk to them
about these things? How have you tried? What happened?

5. Do you find it difficult to express your emotions to your parents? If
so, why?

6. How many of you think you communication well

with

your

r#
■
7.
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and don't think your parents understand. He asks you to spend Saturday
parents? What makes it good? How many of you are unhappy
withcommunication with your parents? What gets in the way?
7

7. What are the benefits of communicating with your parents?

K Does the amount of freedom your parents give you change from

with him at the mall. Now you have to get your parents' percussion.

Follow-up questions for both role plays. Put yourself in your parents'

shoes and ask these questions:

over time? What are the factors that influence those changes?
-

What would be my worst fear?

-

How could you talk to me about these fears?

-

How could you show me that you are ready for this responsibility?

9. Do you flunk your parents should give you total freedom with no
limits at all? If not, what should those limits be?

10. Do you respect your parents? How do you show it? In what ways
would you like your parents to show you respect? Have you earned

What would be a fair solution to this problem?

that respect? How?

11. In an ideal relationship with your parents, what

would be

vourresponsibilitv to parentsand theirs to you?
l

11 What differences exist between your parents' values and your own?

I

Do these differenceshave anything to do with some of the conflicts

I

that occur between you? Do you try to consider their values when

F

you talk to them about difficult issues?

3. BRAINSTORM: Let's think aboutsome rules that would help make
relations between parents arid teens better .
After they're done here is the teacher suggestion
1. RESPECT EACH OTHER

13. Aretherethingsyoufeelthatyou need from your parents that you re

Without mutual respect, any relationship will be an unhappy one.

not getting? Do you tell them that? If not, what would happen if you

People who respect each other: a) value each other's opinions, b) listen to

did? Do you ask your parents what they need from you?

each other, c) disagree without screaming or insults. And remember that

lilt’s often said that people do what they're rewarded for doing. Do
you ever tell your parents when you think they7 re doing a good job

your parents have lived longer than you; don't discount their experience

and knowledge.

of being parents? If so, how do they respond? If not, how are they

supposed to know?

2. COMMUNICATE:
Your parents want to know what's going on in your life. If you keep

Activities:

I

them in the dark they won't know when you need their help or whether

1. ROLE PLAY (For girls) You are going out with your friends to a

they can trust you. Tell them what you're up to, share your thoughts and

bigschool event (game or dinner). You bought some new clothes and

feelings with them, and seek their advice for your problems (you don't have

jewelry for the event and spend a lot of time getting dressed, putting

to take it). Communication builds closeness.

on your make-up, and you think you look great. However, when you
come downstairs, your folks go through the roof and say that girls your

age shouldn't dress that way -that dress is not appropriate, too much
makeup, etc..
2. ROLE PLAY (For boys) You have a friend who always gets in trouble,

'four parents want you to stop hanging out with him. You still like him

1 BUILD TRUST:
Trust is your key to freedom. The way to build trust

is through

honesty and responsibility. Honesty means you don't lie or manipulate.

Responsibility means you are reliable and can be counted on to use good
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Character Trait - Perseverance

judgment When your parents trust you, it's a lot easier for them to say
fl

**

0

yes.
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Objective: Students learn about a character trait, perseverance and
HW:

diligence.
Wnhn® assignment: pick any of the twoand write about it

|
Materials: pen, paper, large chart paper, markers

L Has taevei been a time when your parents trusted you and you
bet ihem down? What happened? Was it harder to get them to trust

Suggested time and level: 2 class periods, eight through twelfth grade

you afterwards? Were you able to rebuild the lost trust? How? What

have you learned from this experience?

I Watch a television program that has both parents and children.
Analyze their relationships. How do they treat each other? Are they

respectful? How well do they communicate? Do they trust each

Process:
Sometimes, despite our best plans and efforts, we fail anyway. Write

about a time when you tried to accomplish something but came up short.

other? What is good about their relationship? What is bad about it?

g

What suggestions do you have for improving it?

! How did you deal with it?

1 What do you admire about the way your parents perform their role

Describe what happened.

|

What did you learn from it?

g

Did anything positive pome out of it?

as parents? What do you disapprove of in the way they perform this
role? How could you help your parents be better parents?
I Imagine that someday you will have a child. Write a letter for that

Have a class discussion on the answers the students gave above.

chid to open when he or she reaches the age you are right now. Tell
the chidhow it feels to be a parent and what things concern you the

Suggested Activities:

most. Teh the chid what you need from him or her in order to have

the best possible relationship, and what the child can expect from
you
in return.
fl

1. Each student will research a Prophet's life.

See

what

general

principles you can take from his methods and work habits that you

can apply to your own studies. Make a list of these principles, and

present them in the form of a bulletin board or as a group report.

2. Make a video interview of different people of varying ages about
how they define perseverance or diligence.

3. Interview one person the student thinks is highly successful at what
they do. Sample questions to ask: What are some things you did
| Parts from

when you were in high school or college that led to your success?

What tips would you give to middle or high school students to

motivate them to achieve their dreams? Where do you want to be in
five years, in ten years? What are you now doing to get to where you

I

want to be? What are the most serious obstacles that prevent people

from accomplishing their goals?
i

I

V
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Explain what you think this quote about silent gratitude

Gratitude Online Scavenger Hunt

means?

http://

uriow.diadowfoot.com/blog/2004/02/quote-of-day-silent-gratitude.html
v I

Objective: Students will learn about the being thankful.
Suggested time and level: two class periods, middle and high school

List 3 reasons why you should write Thank-You notes? http://zmozo.sarasota.
]d2.fl.us/bhs/bryan/bryan_ thank.htmld

Process:
Teacher will introduce the topic of being grateful

Have the students fill in their answers

Discuss the results
Worksheet on Pages 125 and 126

What makes a person feel great about helping someone else? http.//googolplex
cunn.org/15378/ajsmal1/story.html?doc_id=145

Watch aniovie at this website. Then fill in
problem you are grateful for and tell why

the blank with one difficulty or

http://www.you tube, com/watch ?v=4vLIp O Q CsvaM
http://www.inspiringthots.net/movie/be-thankful.php

Name:_______
I am grateful for________________________________________________________________________
because__________________________________________________________________________________

Date:

Gratitude Online Scavenger Hunt for Intermediate Grades

Al-Arqam Islamic School - Tarbiya Department.

Directions • Print this page to record your answers.

What is the dr/mi/w ofgratitude?

Watch this documentary about Helen Keller.

How did Helen turn her bad

situation into a blessing?
http://www.youtube.com/watch ?v=CrMx52c3ImM

Pick one Ayah from this nasheed.

Explain your choice and how it affects

you
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4nEMDKzDFQI

I choose______________________________________________________

Use the thesaurus to write 3 synonymsfor gratitude?
Because:

If you would like to thank someone through a text, who would it be? Do
it now.

r
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Both the
interviewer
and the
person being
interviewed
can be heard/
understood
very clearly on
the tape with
no wind or
background
noise.

Objective: Students will learn how to use technology to record an

interview.
Materials: Video camera or phone that records in HD, 10 questions

4

£

related toresponsibility, pen, paper.

Suggestedtinddassperiods,! week for them to shoot and edit the video.

Before the
interview,
the student
prepared
several indepth AND
factual
questions to
ask.

1. Have students come up with 10 questions related to responsibility

Interview 20 diverse people, at school or in community areas

K
fl

2. Shouldn't be more than four minutes and be polite, be sure sound,
{*.
0
3

and make sure the video quality is good.
3. Teacher can give the students a copy of the rubric below to make

sure they understand how they will be graded.
4. Share the videos in class.

d

Sample Responsibility Interview Video Rubric

category

*

*I
£
*

*
/ x'.

<
a.
o
o
0
c
b

4

3
t------

Video does not Video does not
rock/shake

I

rock/shake

and the focus I and the focus

is excellent

is adequate

throughout

throughout

2
Video has a
little rocking or
shaking, but the

focus
is excellent
throughout.

1

The video
rocks/ shakes
often OR the
focus is not
adequate.

£
-0
o
u,
§
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Both the
interviewer
and the
person being
interviewed
can be heard /
understood
very clearly
on the tape
but there is
some wind or
background
noise.

Before the
interview,
the student
prepared a
couple of
in-depth
questions and
several factual
questions to
ask.

The person being
interviewed
can be heard/
understood
very clearly on
the tape but the
interviewer's
voice is not easily
heard.

Student rarely
interrupted
or hurried the
person being
interviewed
and thanked
them for being
willing to be
interviewed.

th UH111***1

4*4****#»

Before the
interview, the
student prepared
several factual
questions to ask.

The student
The student edited
The student
edited and
and organized the
edited and
organized the
transcript but the
organized the
transcript in a
information was
transcript in a
way that made
not as clear or as
way that made
the information
interesting as it
the information
clear and
could have been.
clear.
interesting.

Student never
interrupted
or hurried the
person being
interviewed
and thanked
I them for being
willing to be
interviewed.

The sound
quality is poor
making
it hard
to hear/
understand
the
person being
interviewed.

The student
did not
prepare any
questions
before the
interview.

The stu dent
did NOT edit
or
organize the
transcript.

Several times,
the student
interrupted or
Student rarely
hurried the
interrupted or
hurried the person
person being
interviewed
being interviewed,
AND
but forgot to
thank the person.
forgot to

thank the
person.
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1 choose

Objectioe:Students will learn about the character trait of responsibility,
AutU'WAm

online searching skills.

■

f
%

h

I

My life example is:
Process:
leather should print this sheet out and give it to the middle school
students

I

Students willhave 2 class periods to fill in the information

%

Directions -Print this page to record your answers.

Read the following short story
tonisdomain.com/aesop/id21 .httn)

and answer the questions below?

Qittp://

Did the crane consider the consequences of her actions?

(Monthetaimderlinedlinks to find the answers to the questions,

tad your answers on the work sheet.

Have you ever done something then realized afterwards that you were

fortunate to be unharmed by the consequences?

Mat is the definition of responsibility? (dictionary.com)

Use the thesaurus to write 3 synonyms for responsibility? (dictionary.

When you do something without thinking about the consequences such
as breaking a family rule, do you usually accept the consequences willingly?

Why do our decisions and actions have consequences?

rderence.com)

Watch amovie at this website. Then answer the following question http://

mow.responsibilityproject.com/films/hot-seatl/

Send your parents a text message telling them how were you responsible
today? (use gizmosms.com or your phone)*

What was the main reason for all of stress in the office?

Look around your house
Choose one quotation about responsibility and mention one example of
Rlfeonhowwil^

(look beyond

your

own.

room)

for

a

"problem"-something that needs to be done, fixed, cleaned, organized or

improvedWITHOUT TELLING YOUR PARENTS or waiting for them to

*

J
4
4
4
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tell you.,.go take care of it! On the lines below, write the "problem"

found and a short explanation of what you did to address it.

6 Who was ultimately more responsible—the lighthouse keeper or the
people? Or were they equal?

7. Is there someone's role of responsibility in your life that you take for
granted?

High school Online treasure hunt

8. What is the Arabic translation of the word RESPONSIBLE?

1. Read the following Article and answer the questions below?

9. Use the transliteration (not translation) to search for an Ayah with the

Mention 4 domains of Muslim's social responsibility?

word RESPONSIBLE then copy it below (quran)

1 Does our responsibility stops at the current generation? How did
Omar bin Khattab RAA implemented that?

10. Use the Arabic word for RESPONSIBLE to search for a Hadeeth with
that word then copy it below.

11. Watch a movie
| Usttwomeasureslslamhasmandated to ensure social responsibility

at

this

website

and

then

fill

Responsibilityproject.com/ films/ tony
Michael has acted responsibly because__________________ _

I Watch a movie at this website. Responsibilityproject.com/ films/
lighthouse

Answer tlie following ijuestions:

i “Xw
K

language leU.

in

the

blank

1
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Prophet as a Family Man

Mall Modesty Challenge

Objectroe: Students will learn how the prophet was such a perfect
example of a family man.

Objectives: Students will learn how to wear fashionable clothes that are

modest and pleasing to Allah. They will also learn that one

can look great without spending too much money.
Suggested time and level: 1 class period, seventh through twelfth grade

Suggested ages and time: seventh through twelfth, 3-4 hours
Process:

Students will have a brainstorming session or discussion on the prophet
with his various roles as a person. Some possible roles that can be written
on the board are: (father, grandfather, son, father in law, uncle, nephew,
husband, cousin, think of any others..)
Then go through some of the stories of the prophet as a family man and
how fulfilled all of these roles.

Process:

Choose young sisters from the community who are also good role
models.
The objective of each team of girls will be to spend $50 in finding the

most modest clothing. Style and other factors like color combination will
also be looked at by the judges. They will have exactly 90 minutes to find
their clothing and once they are back at school they will have a secluded
"fashion show" with the female teachers being judges. The winning team
will win gift cards of $10 each.

Students can either return the clothing to the store or we can have the
teams divide it amongst themselves. Mall security should be notified before
to let them know that a school group will be coming. A responsible teacher
can check in.

| WASEEM PERACHA |
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Big Rocks, Small Rocks: Managing our Time

Modesty Hike
Objective: Students will learn about modesty and the various subtopics
that are a part of it

Suggested time and age: 3-4 hours, sixth to twelfth grade

Objective: Understand the importance of managing your time.
Suggested age and time: seventh through twelfth grades, 60 minutes
Materials needed: large clear container, big rocks, pebbles, and sand.

Process:

process:

1. Choose a scenic location where there are trails to hike. The trail
should be easy to moderate.
1 Every 10-15 minutes stop the group, and have either a short reminder
or activity. Each reminder should be to the point and maximum five
minutes.
Suggested topics and activities
*1 Activity: Throw 10 candies on the floor with rappers and throw three
without them. Which ones would you like to have or eat? The ones that
are rapped and pure. Analogy for the pure men and pure women. Nobody
wants a used or unwrapped candy.

2nd Activity: Give students a full glass of water, if the water drips or falls
they will get a splash on their face. Relate it to the story of the scholar who
reminded the man who was having trouble looking at women that you
have to keep your eyes on jannah.
3rd Activity: Have students get into pairs with people they trust, blindfold
one, and have the other tell them where to go. Then switch roles. Building
•a
trust!

I
|

Lowering the gaze, Evils of Pom

I

Not saying inappropriate words, swearing (part of decency)

I

"We're only friends;" Story of Barseesa the monk
Hiding your sins

Humility

Tips on how to be more "haya" ful

« 89 »
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And the worldly life is not but amusement and diversion; but the home
of the Hereafter is best for those who fear Allah, so will you not reason?

Respect Assembly

3. Watch Baba Ali short movie tomorrow never comes
http’J/mow.ymitiibe.com/ioatch ?v=8J5Soaq8 V3I

After watching tomorrow's video, discuss the following questions:

I

Objectives: Have students learn about respecting cultures, new students,
teachers, school, etc. Also learn about current events that
discuss the topic of respect or lack of it in society.

4. Never leave'till tomorrow which you can do today., why?

Materials: Projector, speakers, and laptop

5. Think of the movie in Time (movie where everyone is wearing a life
clock on their wrist). Imagine a personal billboard counting down
the time you have left in your life.

Time: 90 minutes

6. According to 67:2, how can our life be compared to a shopping spree
for good deeds?

If you don't like the way somebody does something, it's not important
to respect them.

Resources for Teachers or Parents:

7. This presentation can be used to explain
management:

People who are different from everyone else should change.

more

about

hltp’//vunD£zsoftedi.coni/Akram/tiine.asp,
8. Time management lecture by Imam Waseem can be found on

time

If you're different in any way, making people afraid of you is one way
to make them respect you.
If a classmate is handicapped, you can't be friends with her.

You should only be friends with people who are exactly like you.

hHpj/amnp.youhibe.coni/duiimel/UCCDQF79gPAqfMugnH2j75bg

Describe one person you respect in your life. What does this person do
to earn your respect?

ii WaLL Of ReSpEcT (activity)

bi Cultural connection

Watch a TV show and write down how the people respect/ disrespect
each other. Afterwards watch another sitcom on an Arab or foreign station
and compare and contrast them. If a foreign station isn't available, watch a
TVshowfrom the 60s or 70s, and see how they act differently; has the values
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changed? An example could be "Leave It To beaver"

Responsibility Assembly
Islamic connection
What does the Quran, Hadith or other stories say about respecting

the following. Find an Ayah or Hadith showing how we should treat the
following with respect.

> Allah's laws

Parents

)

ft

HP II

tart the assembly by turning off all the lights and covering up the

S

windows to make it dark as possible. Talk to one of the students
prior to this and ask them to turn on a flashlight or candle.

Parable: All of us sitting in a huge hall, all of us will think we should

just sit here and wait until someone turns the light back on. One person
will think outside the box, he might have a flashlight or some light on their

)

Elders and youngsters

phone. From that, others will also be inspired to do something. Slowly, but

>

Teachers

surely, people will start using whatever they have to make some light. Even

Peers

>

>

>

if they didn't get the electricity back, the hall will have some light rather

than be sitting in complete darkness.

Prophets

Quran

In such darkness, we should be those who try to spread the light of
guidance even if others aren't taking the responsibility. Maybe Allah
(swt) will love the effort that you make and cause it to be the guidance for

How did the Prophets Muhammad, Ibrahim, and Yusuf (AS) gain so

much respect? What are some struggles they went through and how are
they respected now? Read some stories and write down some ways they

are respected till now?
Findstories on sdMi.net showing how much respect the sahabah had

for the Prophet Muhammad (SAW)

mankind. Look at the story of Hajer, she ran between Safa and Marwa, and

Allah loved it so much that He has made it a part of Hajj/Umrah.
Start off by asking students if they watched the video on Facebook
where the dad shoots his daughter's laptop for swearing and complaining

about her parents on Facebook. Her dad was in IT and even though she
blocked them, he figured out how to see it. He compares his childhood to
hers where he was out on his own, working two jobs, and putting himself

Discussion Questions:
1. Suppose you were driving in a traffic jam and you suddenly realized
that you have to cut across two lanes of bumper-to-bumper traffic

through school among other things.
http://u}ww.youtube.cotn/watch?v=Jr7vSJHkchs

(some inappropriate language)

to turn right at the next corner. What's the first thing you would

do? Why? What if someone cut in front of you, what would be your

response?
2. Suppose a teen has a 10 PM curfew. One night he comes back at 1
AM, how should the parents handle this lack of respect of the rule.

Discussion Questions:

• Do you agree with what he did or do you think he could've handled
it differently?
• Do you think she was justified to complain about her life the way she

did? Does she really have it tough?

r.
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• Sometimes we make ourselves look we are the busiest people in the
world and that we have all these responsibilities while we're really

tith no commitments? Only by fully knowing

the context of the situation can on

determine what is the responsible thing to do.

not that busy compared to others.
• What's something irresponsible you've seen in the news ? How about

that ship captain who just abandoned the cruise ship and called for
help late. Do you think he should be held accountable?

• John F. Kennedy said "Ask not what your country can do for you,
but what you can do for your country." So what about our ummah?

Ask not what your ummah can do for you, but what you can do for

the ummah.
• What is your role in the ummah, how can you better the ummah?
What is a skill that you have?

Discuss the following:
• Prophet Muhammad's story of watching a man's things for a day

waiting for the man to come back or fulfilling the trust by leaving
Ali (ra) to return people's things after the prophet went to Madinah.

• It is Allah's mercy that He beautified our khalq looks. It is our
responsibility to beautify our khuluq to correct and improve our
manners. What makes us who we are is not our outer appearance,
but our manners and inner states that determine who we are.People

think that it is their physical appearance that will make them happy.

We should take care of our physical appearance, but we shouldn't
i

be obsessed about it.

1

i

• Watch my Things

http://rtsponsibility-project.libertyinutual.co m/filtn s/table
guardian$#fbtd=PRLd2DaPzYn

Discussion Questions

• Was it a responsible act to watch this man's computer?
• How does one determine what is responsible and what is not?
Idas on how to determine what the "right thing " is.

First-is therea moral law dictating the behavior? Ifthere is, Ifollow it. I do not
know ofany hard-fast law that says "Though shall watch thy neighbor's computer
when they go Io tlx copy stort.”

High School
http://responsibility-project. libertymu tual. co m/films/rp-roundtable-col lege
sportsifbid=PRLd2DaPzYn (College sports)
1. What do you think about Notre Dame's educational value system
and how they don't separate the athletes from the other students?

2 Time and effort that is required from them is to the expense of their
education? Do you think this is fair? What are some changes that

could be made to not them cheat them from education?
3. Billions in business and do you think the college players should be

paid?

Second, ifno law, is there a principle that I can derive from an existing moral

4. Can you give examples of athletes who don't have the social or even

law that applies in this situation. There is a moral directive to do to others as you

life skills to live in a normal life? What if the athlete gets injured?

would have them do unto you. Would I want someone to watch my computer if I

Is this a responsible way to treat the college athletes? What do you

was in a similar circumstance?

think needs to be changed?

Third, if there is no moral law and it is difficult to find a specific principle
damdfnmaiMndlawthmluselhe
t0 determine what to

^tmslhtmlatiii»iissihiiitionwassheonal5-minutebreak from work
inlbo boss orJUloio employees that needed her services ? Was she on her own time

Ca4h.org- revolution of responsibility
http://wivw.youtube.com/zoatch?v=ux7deMapLeo (video about 4-H tech kids

who are helping adults adapt to technology)

« 95 »
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Video competition.Option 1: Interview family members, a police officer,
teacher on what their responsibilities are. TTie
produce a high quality interview of someone
great deal of responsibility in the community.

°r Vo
V° is
° sIlows

llttp://res?
^GVaC

i Survey (3

Option 2: Interview anyone that you have respect for.

z Give yourself a

Possible questions to ask:

g. never

4. rarely

•

What responsibility means to them

•

Ask about a time that they were irresponsible and any conseq
that may have come from that
" u er,ce

•

5

sometimes

6, mostly

7 always

An example of a time when they acted responsibly and How th
were rewa rded
¥

• Proper Islamic etiquette should always be portrayed and scenes should
. be carefully edited to promote the best sense of modesty.
Assignment: Take an initiative in educating the school, community or
non-Muslims about a problem in our community. Think of a creative way to
get the message across. Possible ideas may be to educate about cleanliness,
bullying, salah, etc. Make a short video about what your team's project was
and how it benefited the targeted group.

Watch a short clip called "get service." Discuss gratitude and how it is
connected to the responsibility of helping others.
h^:/Aoww.youtube.com/u)atch?v=LfeXxkbgC VE
on

Xou.ve made a commitment to spend the weekend working

you to 20 on a 3 C

responsibility?

«96

;

Proiect that's due Monday. Then, some friends invite

e lnes can be drawn from this incident ab

I
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Are YouAPersonally-Responsibp
Person?
e

k

*

«r Do you do what needs to be done?

•r Do you do your part for the common good?
Are you reliable and dependable?
Are you accountable for your actions?

Do you make excuses or blame others?

«- Do you volunteer in your school or community?

«■ Do you participate in community service?
<r Do you help to take care of the environment?

Do you follow through on your commitments?

Extra Resources:

Nouman all khan
http://unuw.youtube. com/watch ?v =5S8vs QlbL 04

How to get an A-Grade Final Exam?

By Muhammad Alshareef
1. In school, you can often redo your exam if you fail. In the hereafter,

if one fails there is no going back.

2. In school, you often do not know what questions will be asked. In
the hereafter, there are only threequestions: Who is your Lord? What
is your Deen? And who is this man who was sent to you? But the

answers are answers you live by.

3. In school, we stay up at night to prepare for the exam the next day.
So too in AHah>s exam, we should be staying up in night prayers.

4. In school, we pray, hope, and work for an outstanding mark. So too
should be our attitude towards Allah's exam.
5. In school, when we get a great mark, we erupt with happiness. So
too will the believers erupt in happiness when they get their books

in their right hands. Work for it.
6. In school, when we get a bad mark, sadness can be seen on our faces,

and we dislike to face others. So too in the hereafter. Protect yourself
from that.

«98»
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>
r

During a school exam, you cannot ask anyone for help f
hereafter, you can prepare from now to get assistance from All h^
Messenger, the Quran, and other ways of intercession.
a±l>S

r

z

In school, when exam time draws near, we banish distractions t
focus on what is really important. In Allah>s exam, isn>t death within
oneheart beat? Banish distractions and focus.

In school, until exam results come out, we worry about the result In
Allah>s exam, we don>t know what our result will be, so we spend
our days in hope and worry7 until the resul ts come out.

Objective: Students will learn about what it means to be responsible
and have discussions in the class to analyze this character
trait in a deeper way.

Materials: Laptop, projector, speakers, internet,two videos
responsibilityproject.com/films Lighthouse, Tony

Suggested time and level: 45 minutes, middle and high school level
Process:

1. The teacher will show the lighthouse video and lead a class discussion
on the topic of responsibility (sample questions below)
2. Students will watch tony and also discuss responsibility
Lighthouse Keeper Discussion

http://ioww.youtube.coni/zuatch?v=huirfCg9jniO
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rood or respectful.

Tarbiyah Tickets

1

Honesty
How to catch your students being good?

Sample letter to parents

DO: Tell the truth and nothing, but the truth • Be sincere • Be forthright
and candid

or staff

DON T: Lie • Cheat • Steal • Be sneaky, tricky or deceptive

In a new initiative, we will be handing out "Taribyah Tickets" to those
students who exhibit good character. To keep the tickets motivating, I
would like to make it exdusively for those who truly show good character.
There are several traits in the attached ticket and below are some tips on
what to look for in the student before handing the ticket.

DO: Treat others the way you want to be treated • Respect the dignity,

privacy, and freedom of all individuals • Value and honor all people, no

matter what they can do for you or to you • Respect others' property —
take good care of property that you are allowed to use and don't take or use
property without permission • Respect the autonomy of others — tell them
what they should know to make good choices about their own lives

The process is simple.
I

S Respect

When the teacher sees really impressive behavior

Hand them a ticket and tell them what character trait they were
exhibiting
I

Ml*B I

The students will fill in their name, other informa tion, and will put
the ticket into a box in the main office.

M Responsible/ Accountability
DO: Accept responsibility for the consequences of your choices, not
only for what you do, but what you don't do • Think about consequences

• Only give out two-to-three tickets a week

on yourself and others before you act • Think long-term • Do what you can

• On Fridays, an administrator will choose a ticket randomly from

do to make things better • Set a good example

the box and that person will win a $5 gift card.

DON'T: Look the other way when you can make a difference • Make

excuses or blame others
Sample characteristics to look for:

DO: Your best • Persevere • Be prepared • Be diligent • Work hard
Make all you do worthy of pride

« Modesty

Doesn't swear, nor talk about things that aren't important. Wears modest
dothing and carries themselves in a very modest way. Keeps their gaze
down and avoids crowded hallways when the opposite gender is there.

J Enjoins good and forbids evil

When they see something wrong they step in and try to fix the situation
do so
g about it, rather than being quiet. Reminding others to be

Fairness
DO: Be fair and just • Treat people equally • Make decisions without

favoritism or prejudice • In imposing punishment, be sure the consequences
for wrongdoing are consistent, certain, and proportional (not too harsh or

lenient)
DON'T: Take more than your fair share • Take advantage of or blame

I BIG BOOK OF ISLAMIC LESSONS /
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others unfairly
H Caring
DO: Be compassionate and empathetic • Be kind, loving, and consi
• Be thankful and express gratitude for what people do for you
others for their shortcomings
DON'T: Be mean, cruel or insensitive

Peer pressure
Objective: Students will learn about peer pressure, real life problems
and issues of self-esteem by writing short skits.

Suggested time and level: 2 class periods: 1 for developing the skit, 1 for
presentations;fifth through twelfth grade
Process:

Teacher should explain the objective of the skit is to show some real life
problems in the life of a teenager. Also go over the following directions:
Directions:

Must show the right away and then the wrong way to give dawah.
Come up with one scenario and skit.

Skits must be AT LEAST three minutes long and NO LONGER than
fiveminutes.
Show the skit's theme within the first few seconds, through dialogue
and action. Keep the skit's pace moving rapidly, to engage the audience
and give them a quick understanding of the characters and situation.
Show the students these twovideos to give them an idea of what to do:
How to give advice to a person who smells
ltitps//unvie.youtube.cotn/ioatd i ?v=LjOMlMs23sY

How to give advice in a good way

http://ioww.you tube, co m/wa tch ?v=tojkgZ PR bjc

Topic/Theme__
Group Members

Setting_____

I BTC book or ISLAK*I<= LESSORS I

Props

Skit Summary:

Characters

'08

I Must be Dreamin!
of a~.m. .■»< »■»•'° ■-" ■
- s°°d dr"‘"” "
5^“" "”"■ 2;!*X^‘Zt^ <jor«o. suh^h OuWod <=K.pter ST),

5"“k

-

,M wrt« ao^Tf vvrftmg prompts on tb. bo.rf.
d—"

1.—

, X»

5

*v“ h“d'p

am- ^“<52 yo^T3?Si7X“y^tS'^7“*'h

into the book of dreams for interpre
Go over the notes below about the types of dreams

5- 00
~ y|
find the different ayaat
6. Have students work m
irl the Quran. Have them look
and hadeeth that sPef
®Ind write a short essay (1/2 page)
up the explanation of these ay
Saheeh Al-Bukhari there is a
explaining what the situation was. In Saheen zx
whole chapter on dreams.

Types of dreams:
7- type: Dreams

of

nafs

(we

ignore

these

dreams,

it's

our

own

imagination)
2nd type: Nightmare from a shaitan (evil jinn) trying to frighten the

believers
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Usually people who have these dreams will wake up terrified. It isn't
real and it's meant to scare you. You shouldn't tell anyone, even a spouse

or best friend. The shaitan laughs when people change their plans or act

differently due to the dream.
* type of dream, comes from Allah (righteous and doesn't terrify us)
3

If someone is terrified of the hereafter then that is from Allah. It's a good
dream because it makes him a better Muslim. These types of dreams stay

with you for a while. These dreams shouldn't be shared with people who

may be jealous or interpret them in a negative way. Example: Yusuf (AS)s
dream about the sun, moon, and stars making sajdah to him.

Part 4:
ideas, Galore: Games
And Activities For
Schools And Family

ft

WH
*0
*

’

**
W

“

Nights
14 aJ u litter
*
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How's Your Memory?

Swim and Sink
In this game, there are two teams. The moderator will have to prepare
about 50 questions for the topic of review. Each person is asked a question
and if someone gets a question wrong, the other team has a chance to
answer it. If the other team gets it right, they get to sink or swim. Sink - ask
a member of the other team to sit down (try to pick the smartest person) or
you can swim someone. Swim - have one of your teammates who are out
stand up and get back in the game. This is done until all of the questions are
askedor a team has no more players standing.

Have all the students sit in a circle. Each person says a word, the
neXt person says the previous word, and adds to it from facts from the
presentation. Each person must repeat what was previously said or they
are out.

i

k

Around the World
Objective: A fun way to assess what was learned.

Suggested Age and Time: fourth through twelfth grade, 10-15 minutes

Process:
Create a rap of what was covered in the lesson, after given the key
words. Students will have to come up and present their rap. They can also
beep box to add flavor.

1. Have all the participants stand up. Each participant is to say one
thing that was covered in the lesson. The catch is that they will only
have three seconds to do so and can't repeat something mentioned
before.

2 If a student doesn't come up with the answer or they repeat something
that was already said, they are to sit down.

I

3. The last person standing wins a few extra credit points or another

Cheap Gift Wrapping

Students will answer questions about Islam and the prize will be
wrapped in layers of newspaper. Each time they answer a question, they
rip some newspaper with only two fingers. The first team that finish tearing
the newspaper, wins.

«112»
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Bingo!

Word review or Hangman

I

nbi^ve: Using a fun method to review subject matter. The students
ObjectroeiToreviewby allowing participants to work together.

will also get out of their comfort zone and meet other
dassmates that they usually wouldn't talk to.

Materials: Sheet of paper and pen.

aSe and time: third through twelfth grade, 30 minutes

Suggested time and age: seventh through twelfth grade, 30 minutes

Process:
1. Print out a bingo sheet for all the students. The students or participants

1. Think of an Islamic word and translate it. Examples: ALHAMDU-

walk around and find answers to the questions on the bingo sheet.

LILLAH, SUBHANALLAH, LAILAHAILLALLAH, ALLAHU AK

BAR.

2. The student will sign the sheet and the person who has all the answers

2. Have the participants get into groups of two-to-three and write

and the most signatures by the end of the activity will receive extra

phrases of information with the letters above from what they've

credit towards the test.

learned. After giving them about ten minutes, have one spokesperson
3. Questions will differ, but example is given below:

share their results with the rest.

3. Everyone will notice how many concepts can be reviewed in this

1

What are the 5
pillars?
L___________ ___

way.

Alternative Hangman:

1

Mare the 6
pillars of imaan?

|

1. Think of a phrase and write blank spaces on the board.

is the last
prophet.
and
built the
kaaba;

Name the 5 prayers.

Flow many surahs
are in the Quran?

Write the words of
the athan.

What surah can
be read that is
equal to 1/3 of the
Quran?

1________________ I

2. Each time a participant answers a question correctly, give them a
chance to guess a letter for the phrase.

Who is our creator?

3. Do not let participants guess at the answers and each person can

Name 3 prophets
. whose people were
destroyed due to
disobedience.

Write out the
meaning of Surah
al-fatiha

only suggest a letter after answering a review question.

jititnUtftau

|l

What is the longest
surah?
■

Ihe angels are made 1

of__.
11

What was the old
•
name of Makkah?
s'r r ■ f * a 1 * 1 ■ * * 4* \ • ' * ' • , * •

Write put the
meaning of Surah
Ikhlas.

Name 3 surahs that
only have 3 ayaat.

An alternate version is to have a regular bingo game and students who

have the number that is called should answer a question for review. The

winner will have to answer all the questions correctly and have a row going
all the way across.

4 ***/"*~*
4 V'L’-fitnrt
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Body Balloons
Objectroe: Fun way to review for a chapter test.
Process:
The teacher will blow up five to seven balloons. They will also have 1 ’
pieces of paper with different parts of the body in a bowl or hat.
The teacher will ask a review question and if the team gets it right th
team will pick a paper from the hat. The team will have to only use that
body part to go around the room in less than 30 seconds without letting th
balloon touch the floor.

Whatever team gets to 20 first, wins the review game, and receives five
Extra credit points on the test.

Objective: Students will learn a unique way of reviewing the material
and lead the review sessions.
Suggested time and level: Several class periods, ninth through 12th grade

/ BIG BOOK OF ISLAMIC? LESSORS J

Objective: To motivate students to learn ahout their cdee-x-i a
review Islamic studied curriculum.

*~*d a ^ay to

Materials: Buzzer system quizco.com. Prizes and rn a terin I oost

3500.

s QroiJricj

Have teachers create a multiple choice test of 30-50 <questions for
grade they teach along with an answer sheet. Ihe questions sh<-»T-■ Id
from information that they learned during the school ;year.

1 bG

Give this test to each grade level and have each respective teach
administer the test. Students will have exactly 30 minutes to finish the tesV^
The tests will he switched amongst the students and paraded. IVIake a list of
the top three scorers in each grade and divide them into S lev'els.
2^.2^ 3rU _ 4thx 5th _

7th _ gth and 9^-12^.

Label each question between 100-500 points on a digital jeop>ardy- hoard.
There will he 30 questions in a total of six categories. The top* Tour will
advance and then compete for first place. I he book 1OOO
Qi^esfionsby
Hassan hJuri or islamicity.com/quiz can he used.

3rd round - only for

grades

Impromptu speeches: Have students pick from a bowl and prepare a
fiveminute speech on that topic. A rubric will need to he developed.
O How I plan on doing dawah in school or college
C> Difficulties faced in being a young .A_merican IVfuslim and Tiow I
overcome them

O What I wa„f my Muslim leadejrs to do_

o Introduction to Islam

1
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o pescHbe the society
o

a°e?" V^^ese modern times

o Emulating the Sahabah m the
a How I Pl- on getting into Jannah-

O My one million dollar dawah project.
Q spoken word poem about trothfix riess
c oken word poem about patience
Z spoken word poem about loving Allah swt

o Spoken word poem about loving the p ropbe
o spoken word poem about any famous
q

The ideal masjid is-

ns xm

Objectipe: Students will review tlaedr knowledge at>out a subject and the
Materials: pen «md paper

Suggested time and level: one class period, fourth tlaroc*^l-i twelftlr grade

Write down letters A—Z in a column and write down. wor«ds from. the life
of the prophet (or any other Islamic topic) for eada letter. f'fieri sfiare this
with the class and compile a big list.

r*

I WASEEM E’ER AC HA |

student Desired Re^ieu, C.arne
Objedi^ Students makea ^XompXXXXb

m—I

laptop'c

textbooks, projector, and

p

Suggested time: tW° class Perio<is

Use this site to find eemplates
—httP:/Ac.W^.s,<.>.1 Ol.co">/“>1--nt/interact.ve-};r<’ ,</’ S<* '>f
1216526#ixzzl VaUK7jTE
Have students play that game xism^ ttte projector
Don't forget to give extra credit to Etie w-xrmxng team

' -,,agerS -

k llk k k k k k k k k

After each group has ma e t eir q
4=211
^11 the Questions/answers.
template for one of the games above and fill m all the qoes
Z

l k k k kk kk k k k

You Smarter than a 5thA
7S-"V ' '‘' 'V''';/-‘T1 Win.VVa rX'D^Be a Millionaire. Assign each
Grader, Deal or No Deal,of f llt. boolc to write questions for
«,up of three-to fourt students ?,rmo lot. i o>>)
Sat of MG, TF, open answer or mare
I’J
.
.
.
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Gem Board
Objective: To provide a stimulating way to share key information with
other students or participants.

Materials: Large butcher paper, chart paper or white board. Different
colored markers, post-it notes.
Suggested age and time: first through twelfth grade, five minutes

Process

3. For larger classes use more gem boards or gender specific ones.
4. They could be read and elaborated on towards the end of the
seminar/dass for review.
5. Can use post-it notes to put feedback for the class or other comments
as well.

I BIG BOOK OF ISLAMIC LESSONS |

Balloon Wars!
Objective: A fun way to review what you've learned previously.

Materials: 200 water balloons, buckets, water, towels, possibly extra

clothing, and teams list questions regarding the topic for
review.

Suggest time: two class periods
Procedure: In this game, we will ha ve two teams, each individual person

on the team will be asked one question; if he gave the right
answer then two balloons will go to his team. If he gave the
wrong answer, the balloon will be given to the other team
automatically. We are going to have 50 questions covering
the six pillars of iman. After all the questions are answered,
we are going to count the amount of balloons on each team
and have a water balloon fieht.

24

IA |

\Mective: Introduce the teacher to the class
u
different way.

Materials: syllabus, M&M's, classroom
projector, seating chart

p

Suggested time and level: 25 minutes, first t

process:
Seating chart: Each student will receive ftv<
on the color they will tell the rest of the class abc
eat the until everyone is done with that color.

Red=summer activities, blue=Islamic activi
write subjects in school, green=hobbies, orange

—
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£ If you could choose any one, which occupation do you think would
be the best to have? The worst?

7. Ifyou HAD to change your name, what would you change it to?
Objective: Learn about how the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) developed
brotherhood in the community.
Suggested Time and Level: one class period, ninth through twelfth grade

Process:
1. Discuss some of the stones of the sahabah and the sacrifices they
made for one another; also have students recall informa tion they've
learned of previously. Relate it to how students at Islamic schools
and even adults in the Muslim community feel alienated at times.
It's very important forbrothers and sisters to know one another.

2 The Inner/Outer Circle:
Have students stand in a big circle. Every other person should take one

g. Name three things you like about living in your home town. Now,
name three things you dislike.

9. What was the happiest moment of your life thus far?

10. What is the most fun you ever had at school?

11. What do you think the greatest invention is in your lifetime and why?
12. Ifyour house was on fire and you could grab only three things before
leaving what would they be?
13. Name one thing that you miss about being a kid.
14. Name one thing that not many people know about you
15. Ifyou could have three wishes granted, what would they be?

giant step inside the circle and turn around facing those in the outer circle.
In other words, there should be two circles with the outer circle people
facing inward and the inner circle people facing outward, and everyone

should be face-to-face.

More questions can be found at:
hltpjfivww.fun-questions. corn/funny-icebreaker- ques tions/fu n ny-ice- b reake rs.

The teacher should generate a number (ten is recommended) of questions
that will reflect the personal interests and experiences of the students. This
may need to be adapted to the students' age and grade level. Some possible
questions indude:

Have students plan a social event for the school or community (who
will come, where will it happen, and what will each person be in charge of)

1. What was the best movie you saw over the summer and why did

you like it?

2 What qualities make a good friend, teacher or a si bling?

3. What is the most embarrassing experience you ever had involving
your parents?
4. What is your favorite ibaadah or thing about being a Muslim?

5. What is your favorite and least favorite foods ?

« 127 »
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3.duas
asking, needs, raising hands, Allah or prayer

4. reading quran
Objective: Participants will review key vocabulary and concepts from

the seminar.
Materials: 40 small pieces of paper or 3x5 cards

Suggested age and time: 5th through 12th grade; approximately 30 minutes

Teacher Resource: Watch
http-J/wmo.]/outube.coin/uM?v=Ff7v2FAQLEU

Process:
• Make a list of vocabulary words or key concepts and write them on

an index card. Each card should also have four words that are not
allowed to say. If the person accidentally says the word, they lose a
point for their team.

1

recitation, holy book, Gibreel, Bible or T or ah
5. good to parents

, family, major sin, mom/dad or jannah lies at mom
J| 6. remembering Allah

. zikr, concentration, subhanallah or after salah

¥ 7. hajj
- umrah, saudi arabia, mecca, madinah, pilgrimage or pillars

JI 8. helping neighbors
• assisting, sharing, lives next door or house

j Divide the parfidpants into two teams
• Each team picks a card at the same time and have 30 seconds for
their team to guess the word.

• Verbal clues are given like rhyming words, a synonym or another
single clue word. If the word is correct, the team gets a point.
• Examples of terms that can be used:

il 1. Giving charity
- money, sadaqa, poor or needy

M 2. seeking knowledge
Reading, hadith, scholar, learning or listening

JI 9. fasting
• ramadan, iftar, sahoor, eating or Mondays and Thursdays
JI 10. removing harmful objects from path

• dangerous, garbage or sharp hazardous
JI 11. forenoon prayers

• sunrise, after fajr, ishraq or doha

JI 12. calling adhan
• time for prayer, bilal, minarat, loudspeakers or masjid,

| BIG BOOK OF ISLAMIC LESSOhjS /
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optional extra before after fard 12 rakah

14. wudu

Break Manager and Idea Exchange

ablution, bathroom, before prayer, water, washin

__ \

15. smiling
happy, teeth, lips or frowning

----

Objective: To lighten the mood and keep people interested.

Materials: break manager, funny jokes, beach ball, goal, some space
Suggested time and age: third through twelfth grade, 5 minutes

16. keeping relations with relatives
Process:

visiting, family, meeting or reunion

visiting
17.

nn

-

sick

hospital, doctor, patient, bed, ill, clinic or nurse

1. Designate a break manager in the beginning of the class. Their job is
to look for people sleeping or dozing off. When they see this they are
to stand up.

Z If they stand up, the instructor or teacher should stop whatever they
are teaching and tell a joke.

3. An alternate could be massaging each other or doing some type of

exercise. If a bigger space is available, have a participant try to kick a
beach ball at a goal after spinning for a minute.

< 130 »
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Objective: Students will learn how the Muslims fought the mushrikeen
in the battle of Badr, have some physical exercise, and learn
how to play caphue the flag.

Materials: 200 Water balloons, nerf guns, cloth, long sticks, large field,
pictures of how the battlefield of Badr looked
Suggested Time and Age: two class periods, 7th through 12th grade
Process:

1. The teacher will have print outs or images of the battlefield and
strategy of the battle of Badr.
2 Students will look at the printouts and develop their own strategy
for their upcoming water balloon fight

3. Students will use markers and other drawing materials to make
their own flags. Remind students that as long as the flag bearer was
standing the battle would continue.

4. Students will fill up 200 water balloons and each team will be given
100. They will have nerf guns, swords, and other things they can use
during the battle.
5. The students will play capture the flag. Directions can be found here:
httpf/iuiuw.eltow.com/lw_311_play-capture-flag.html

I

and Islamic way.
Sample ideas for them to present: A than, Quran, nasheed, poem, skit,

I
|

spoken word poem or another special talent that is generally
acceptable in Islam.

I Goalsand Aims: Islamic schools are blessed with a very wide diversity
hstudents with an even wider array of talents. I would like the students
L be able to showcase their talents to the entire community: students, staff,
I amity, administration, the board, and the parents.
| At the talent show, students will have a set time to perform a talent. Their
Romances of their talents will be pre-approved by a panel of judges to
I sure the performances fall with Islamic parameters (to be determined).
1 The talent show will be open to all grades from lindergarten to twelfth
jade seniors; all Brothers and all Sisters. The talent show will take place
ilffschool or on a weekend.

I BIG BOOK OF ISLAMIC LESSONS I
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Career Fair
Objective: To introduce students to the different types of career options

that are available.
Suggested Time and Age: ninth through twelfth grade; two hours

Objective: Students will learn management skills, the importance of

modesty, and helping others.
Suggested Age: seventh through twelfth grade

Process:
Invite different Muslim professionals to the career fair and have them
introduce themselves and their profession for three minutes. Have tables
set up and have them bring something that they use in their profession,

uniforms, pamphlets or brochures.
After introductions give time for people to ask questions and then move

around to visit the booths.

Have a treasure hunt to have students collect information from each
booth.

Sample professions:

Imam, policeman, fireman, doctor, dentist, engineer, software specialist,
manager, journalist, writer, scholar, and professor.

4

I They will collect donated hijaabs, jilbaabs, niqaabs, thawbs, shalwar
kameez and kufis from the community.
3. They will set up an area with tables and an inviting look to attract
customers after jummuah

4. Proceeds can go to a school club or another Muslim organization

Objective: To use the student's creativity and ingenuity to help people
solve normal day problems.
r

/. The organizer can look at the following documents to help with ideas
on how to do this fair. This could be an alternative to the science fair,

Process:

which many students get bored of.

Have students compile a list of questions they would like answered;
be sure to let them know that it will

be anonymous,

and that

hypothetical questions will be disregarded.
Have students write their question(s) on a small piece of paper,
crumble them up, and throw them at the whiteboard.

Resources:

liltp://www.just-thinkinc. com/documents/LessonGuide2012 .pdf
hltp://(dex.state.al. us/lesson_view.php ?id=7003

The teacher will ask the students to mix them up and have a few
volunteers make a list of all the questions.

Send the questions to the Imam or sheikh prior to the Q&A. session
and sort them by category, if needed.

i.
.A -

Project the sheikh on skype or have a live imam answer the questions.

aa <1

£4
MM
MM

#1
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Jam session!
byuz

_

Objectives: Encourage group participation and get new ideas

W

Materials: 30 regular sheets of paper. Each of the papers are numk

1-10. These will be used as score cards by the judges

bere<i

Suggested age and time: ninth through twelfth, 30 minutes

Process:
1.

Ask the class or participants to bring one idea, exercise or activity to
the next session. The theme will be whatever the topic of discussion
is in the class or session.

Part 6:

Possible themes;
>

Welcoming new Muslims or newcomers to the masjid

>

Problem with looking for perspective spouses and solutions

>

How to attract kids and young people to the masjid

>

Brainstorm some hot topics and have the group come up with

Speak Up, I can't hear
you!

their own idea, exercise or activity

2. Have three judges who have large score cards. They will rate

ideas.

« 139 »
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event, time gather the people, and have the MC introduce the poets
and let them begin.

Poetry slam
Rules:
Objectives: Learning writing skills,

grammar,

coherent message, writing sensory
figurative language.

Help

build

spelling, writing a

details, and using

> Poet's original work

self-confidence while

speaking in public.

NL-ENG.K-12.8: Developing Research Skills
Students use a variety of technological and information resources

> Any subject that can be related to a Muslim teen's life in the west
> Poet has three minutes to present
> Props, music or costumes aren't allowed

(e.g., libraries, databases, computer networks, video) to gather, synthesize

Sample Rubric from

information, and to create and communicate knowledge.

NL-ENG.K-12.9: Multicultural Understanding
Students develop an understanding of and respect for diversity in

katieoconnor.weebly.com / uploads /1/2/5/2/... / poetry_slam_r ubric.

doc

language use, patterns, and dialects

Sample Rubric

NL-ENG.K-12.11: Participating In Society
Students participate as knowledgeable, reflective, creative, and critical

members of a variety of literacy communities.

NL-ENG.K-12.12: Applying Language Skills
Students use spoken, written, and visual language to accomplish their
own purposes (e.g., for learning, enjoyment, persuasion, and the exchange
of information)

Materials: Speaker system and microphone, large hall, lectern

Categories & Criteria
Suggested Age and Time: eighth through twelfth grade; time depends

1: 4

3

2

-

Eye Contact

on how many participate.

Addressing the audience. Not
Process:

1. Make a flyer and an announcement that the community will be
holding a spoken word contest. Winners will get cash prizes!

2. During a community night, school assembly or another organized

«140

reading.
Verbal Cues

Tone, pace, volume, intended
• pauses.

___________

|
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Non-Verbal Cues
Gestures, facial expressions,
body language. _______

Enthusiasm

Positive energy, speaking

animatedly, avoiding monotone.
PlanningrPreparation
Showing rehearsal and

practice. Planning is very evident

Pauses & Prompts

Points deducted for long
IJ

Poetry Elements (Sensory
//Details)

’<O4A*H?

Do sensory details and
figurative language create

vivid images that contribute
ggnificantly to the meaning of the
poem?

II

1

' Poetiy Elements (Diction)

bthe word choice compelling
and exact throughout the poem?

******

Try to avoid easy word choices.

pauses to remember and prompts.

Poetry Slam Assessment
Total

Original Poem Assessment Rubric

After you present your poem at the poetry slam, you will submit

a good copy of the poem for a poetry assessment. Before writing your
poem, make sure you look at the criteria listed below to ensure you have

satisfied all the poetry elements.

Grammar, Usage, Mechanics

By carefully reading, are there
no intentional errors in mechanics,
punctuation, grammar, and
Wf?
spelling?
Overall Impact

Does the poem incite the
senses and make the reader
flunk about the subject in new/

different ways?
Coffin Caliber
Subject & Theme

throughout the poem? In other

words, is the focus consistent from

mMM

IMw

Categories and Criteria

Is the focus on the subject

111 U 1

‘ Dofe fliis poem represent the
feTjiyork of the student? Have

Lehigh, standards of the activity

been met and/or exceeded?

beginning to end?

Poetry Assessment Total
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Speaking on the Fly!
I

Objective: Students will make an impromptu speech for two-to-three

minutes about various topics. Students will pick from a jar

• If I could travel through time, I would...
• Myfavoritebookis...
• An important lesson I've learned is...
• What I've learned from cartoons is...

i-jB

and have three-to-five minutes to prepare.

• Three things I'd change if I ruled the world are...
For example, if your speech topic is "Your least favorite chores," you
could quickly come up with three statements:

• Why sports are important because...I'm not good at sports, so I'll tell
you how bad I am.

1 don't know anybody who likes to fold laundry, so the first task on my

list of unhappy chores is folding laundry. Taking out the trash is another
chore that most people dread and I'm no different.The worst chore in the

entire household has to be cleaning the toilet.
When you've identified your three main points, think of a great finishing
statement If you end with a great closer, you'll really impress your audience.

Start practicing with this list:
• What you would find in my closet
• The best surprise ever was...
• If I had a million dollars to give away, I would...

• A trip to remember was...
• My favorite day of the year is...
• If I could only eat three foods forever, they would be...
• If I could design a school it would look like...

• Three surprising facts about me are...

• The worst chores at home are...
• Why I deserve an allowance is because...
• If I had invented school, I would have changed...
• The best theme park rides are...
• Whom do you admire most? I admire________ the most because...
• How to achieve your dreams. I want to achieve my dreams by...
• How to annoy an older sister. I annoy my older sister by...
• How to save money. I save my money by ....
• The three things that scare me are...
• Great things about snow days are...
• Things I can make out of snow are...
• I spend a rainy day by...
• Things I'll never eat are...

• How to impress your parents is by...

• How to be a slacker. I am a slacker by...

• Ajob I'd love to have is...

• Why 1 like my town. I like my town because...

• A day in my life is...

• Things to remember when
remember...

you 're

camping

When

I

camp,

I
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So You Think You Can Speak?

Ten tips on how to write longer speeches

1. Brainstorm topics and pick your favorite one

Students will learn public speaking skills and deliver a short

2. Write 50 questions about your topic in 20 minutes and sprint through

effective khutbah to lower grade students.

them. Questions are more stimulating so you should prepare an
outline.

points to keep in mind:

3. Start giving evidence and answering these questions by quickly

I

writing the answers from your prior knowledge. You don't have to

IS teacher should train the upperclassmen on the basics of a khutbah

and how to write it. Khutbahcentral.com is a good resource

answer all of them and don't use internet to gather information.
I

4. Then use the internet to answer and research some questions

teacher along with the khutbah title. A lunch period can be taken to
make sure that they know their material well.

5. Pick only the best info, think of it a special meal, not a buffet dinner
6. Put it in a-g format, see khutbahcentral.com

Prior to presenting, the student should turn in a printed copy to the

I

Have the students present and grade their performance using a
rubric (an example isgiven at the end of the lesson)

7. Type it up and print
I

8. Prepare
9. Givekhutbah
10. Make dua for acceptance and that Allah let's people benefit from
your khutbah

If the person who is scheduled is absent, the brother who is scheduled

for the next week takes over and they switch khutbah timings.
I

It is the student's responsibility to remember to arrive on time

I

A schedule can be put up in the classroom.
All the boys should be given a chance to do one; girls can present in
the morning assembly or after salah.

Sample Oral Presentation Rubric : Khutbah Oral Presentation
CATEGORY

3

Student is
completely
prepared and
has obviously
rehearsed.

Student seems
pretty prepared
but might have
needed a couple
more rehearsals.

The student
is somewhat
prepared, but
it is clear that
rehearsal was
lacking.

WASEEM PERACHA I
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4

CATEGORY

3

2

Presentation is

10-15 minutes

Time-Limit
L____________

long.

Presentation is 7-9
minutes long.

Presentation is 5-6
minutes long.

11fit
Presentation is less
than 5 minutes OR
more than 15

A step by step or

• etit
<- s a

points are given
which are clear
and relevant to

minutes.

r

the topic and are
Speaks clearly

and distinctly
all (100-95%)

Speaks Clearly

the time, and

mispronounces
no words.

Speaks clearly and
distinctly all (10095%) the time, but
mispronounces
one word.

Speaks clearly
and distinctly
most (94-85%)
of the time.

Mispronounces
no more than one
word.

interesting

Often mumbles or
can . ”,
not be understood

more
than one word.

Creating

importance or

straight, looks

confident.

Posture and

Establishes eye

Eye Confect

contact with
everyone in the

room during the

Stands up straight
and establishes
eye contact with
everyone in the
room during the
presentation.

interest in the

Sometimes stands
up straight and
establishes eye
contact.

Slouches and/or
does
not look at people
during the
presentation.

Shows a good
understanding of
parts of the topic.

Does not seem to
understand the
topic
very well.

presentation.

Shows a full

understanding of

Content

the topic.

r— - -J
1

-

All of the

khutbah is
Arabic

Shows a good
understanding of
the topic.

-

required Arabic

mentioned. Also
all Arabic is said

audience is
engaged becau*
of it

OR mispronounces

Stands up

relaxed and

Story is very
touching and

All required
Arabic except 1.
. Arabic is mostly
said properly

properly

All required
Arabic except
2 parts. Arabic
is rarely said
properly

Most of the
required Arabic
is not covered,;
Arabic is not said
properly

topic

Student clearly
conveys why
this topic is so
important and
audience gets
more engaged

Facial
expressions and
body language
generate a
strong interest
and enthusiasm
about the topic in
others.
Used time
properly and
efficiently (was

prepared)

Teacher Name: Waseem Peracha
Non

A relevant quote

Muslim Stats

is given with

Quotes

relevant stats

. ,
.
,
A relevant quote
.
?. .
or relevant stats

A irrelevant quote
.
.
.
•
or irrelevant sta ts
No quote nor stats
are given

An ayah and

hadith are
Explanation

of Quran and

Hadith

quoted and a

good
explanation is
given

An ayah and
hadith are
quoted but the
explanation is not
that clear

An ayah and
hadith are
quoted with no
explanation

—i—:--- :—£-----

An ayah or hadith
are not quoted

Student Name

Didn't use time
properly or
wasn't prepared

I WASEEM PERACHA I
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I

Objective: Learn about how Muslims should be those who speak up
and are on the side ofjustice. Learn about how the media can
either promote love or hatred towards a group.

Materials: Videos on YouTube as listed below, projector, notebook,
pen, and laptop

Suggested class periods and level: 2 class periods, 7th through 12th grade

Have the students get into groups of three to four and design their
own what would you do. Have them record it secretly, show the
results in the class, and share the interesting things that happened in
their experiment.
Examples of experiments:

Dropping a wallet after Friday prayers
Littering in the school or masjid hallway
Stealing lunch sale money
Teacher carrying many books

A student bullying another student
Process:

‘Brainstorm as a class and allow students to pick which experiment their

1. Watch "What would you do" about the Muslim sister being harassed
or the Muslim brother at the deli being harassed

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_hHLlQOLp6'o4:

before doing any such experiment.

http://ivwwyoutube.coni/u>atch?v=XvIDqgyK8ftu
2. Discuss some of the things that really stood out from the video.

What are some of things you see the characters in the video doing in
agreeing or disagreeing with the harassment?
3. Discuss the article about the mosque controversy in New York
Watch the Keith Obeirmann video and discuss the points he made about
speaking up against oppression.

http://ioww.youtube. com/watch?v=A 7xfcaoMF08
4. Watch another video from Fox news attacking the mosque and
see their tactics; discuss how some media outlets can cause hatred

amongst the masses.
http://www.youtube. com/watch?v=gW81qzkl P TA

5. Watch how some comedians like Jon Stewart spoke about the

controversy.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6przuCU822iv

I group would like to do. Remind them that that hidden hallway security
Iomeras are a good way to keep their experiment from being exposed.
students should also get the permission of the teacher or administration

|

I
I
I

* ;'
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j Religi°us Affairs Committee: Duties include overseeing funerals

and burials, condolences and weddings, relaying moon sighting

The Ideal Masjid

Information, announcing Eids, and researching Ramadan qaris.
I Education Committee: Duties include overseeing the weekend and

Objectives: Learn how the prophet established the foundations of the
ummah when he came to Madinah (building masjid, learn
about the expansion of the masjid and what it was used for,

compare to how it is used nowadays. Use a venn diagram to

show this and how to use the SWOT Analysis
Materials: Whiteboard, markers, or large chart paper
Suggested time and level: 2-3 class periods depending on number of
students, 8th through 12th rade

summer school, managing the library, and organizing and overseeing
classes and halaqas for the masjid.

overseeing
masjid programs such as Ramadan related functions, Eid prayers,
carnivals, picnics, Family Night, etc., and facilitating social forums
such as youth groups,
women's group, senior groups, etc. This
•a
committee will research and schedule Friday khatibs and schedule
the Ramadan qari. Also, this committee will oversee the printing of

j Programs Committee: Duties include organizing and

the newsletter.

Process:

4. Finance Committee.'The ICSB Treasurer that chairs this committee

Draw a Venn diagram and compare and contrast what the masjid
was used for in the time of the prophet and what it is used for now. At
the prophet's time (hospital, prayer hall, strategy room, place to hold
delegations, a university, homeless shelter, soup kitchen, prisoners of war
were kept, news center, political and consultation meetings, I'tikaaf, a
shelter), it doesn't matter how simple the masjid is, it matters how many
activities and programs happen there.

Do a mock session on what they would change if they were on the masjid
board and could make real change. Have them discuss general changes they
would make to the way the masjid or school is being run.

Brainstorm a list of possible committees (sample ones given below) and
then brainstorm five things their committee could do to improve the masjid
or school.
Possible committees:

Outreach (Da'wah to non-Muslims and Muslims), Education, Youth,
Social and Hospitality, Financial, Cleaning and Facility, Ansaar committee
(welcoming/helping new-Muslims), and Welfare

which will be responsible for the

masjid's financial budgeting,
accounting, bookkeeping, and reporting, for overseeing audits and
tax preparation, and appropriately distributing funds.

include IT
development, maintenance and support for the masjid, such as
website, e-newsletter, lecture streaming, social media, and audio/

5. Communication

and

Technology

Committee:Onties

visual.
6. Outreach Committee:Duties include maintaining a positive image

and relationship between the masjid, Muslims, non-Muslims, and
public entities through public relations, neighborhood relations, and

government relations outreach. This committee will also organize

and oversee interfaith work and da'wah.
7. Membership Committee.'Duties include maintaining membership

lists, recruiting members, volunteers, participants, and organizing,

and overseeing the Election Committee that organizes the annual

board election.
8. Social Services Committee:D\ities include distributing charity by

screening recipients, recording the requests, and transactions.

Sample List of Committees along with Duties

facilities Committee:Duties include overseeing the general mainte-
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I
r*
a*
pr

fhifik • what specific actions must be taken to close the gap between

situation and the ideal state?

nance of the masjid and its rental property including gardening ser
vices, security, parking custodial services, repairs, and installations.

p/tf/r - what resources are required to execute the activities?

10. Hospitality Committee:Duties include organizing and overseeing

this worksheet to do a SWOT analysis of the masjid, school or

the Friday lunch program, Ramadan qari on-site room and board,

and guest speaker hospitality. This committee is also responsible
for planning and overseeing event logistics such as set-up, take

✓
z

If

l^/iuww.mindtools. corn/pages/article/ioorksheets/SWO TA nalysisUozunload.

down, decorations, food, crowd control, arranging technological
requirements, etc.

fjave the groups share their results with their classmates and present

11. Fundraising CommitteefDuties include fundraising for specific and

^information.

general purposes.

12. Community Action Committee *
:Duties

include interfacing with the

masjid congregation, CAIR, and the public to get building permits
approved by Lomita.

I

13. Bylaws Committee *
:Duties

historical

ICSB

Bylaws,

include

researching

recommending

recording amendments and

producing

a

and

updates,
final

organizing

making

copy,

and

making it

available to all congregants.
14. Religious Director Committee
:Duties
*

include researching potential

candidates for an ICSB Religious Director, overseeing the hiring
process, and coordinating the introduction

i

of the new religious

director to the community.

1

15. Daycare Center Committee
tOutdes
*
include researching the possibility of opening and operating a daycare center on masjid property.

I
I

If it is opened, this committee would be responsible for making sure

I

that the masjid adheres to laws and guidelines pertaining to operat-

I

ing | daycare center.

For each of the three ideas, students should get into groups and answer
the following questions.

Draw-See-Think-Plan
Draw - what is the ideal image or the desired end state?

See - what is today's situation? What is the gap from ideal and why?

I
I
1
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_

Khutbah Survey

_

_ __ __________ _____ ______ __ _____ ______

_______ _____

~

......... . ........ _ pay

regarding the

Objective: To realize how sometimes we love music more than the

Jummah services. Develop a chart in excel showing the data.

Quran. How much love we have for the words of people
rather than the words of Allah swt.

Objective: Gather stats from different area

masajid

Steps/Process:

samples (if appropriate), CD
player or laptop with speakers.

Materials: favorite song lyrics, audio

Have students brainstorm questions that can be asked for a survey.
Survey should last no more than oneminutes or about 8 questions.

Suggested Time and Level: 2 class periods, seventh through twelfth

Students will be put into groups to write their survey and then gather as
a class to vote on the questions they thought were relevant.

Process:

I Have students listen to samples of their favorite music in class. Then
I jure students listen to their nasheed.

Questions for Khutbah Survey
1. How often do you pray jummah in this masjid?
All the time
Sometimes
Rarely
2. Gender M F
Ife
Under 16

17-25

I After they are done, give them their lyrics and have them make a list of
I fences between the two and what each category talks about. Tell them
I not to be shy and hold back, just write the differences they see or hear.
56-

26-40

3. Is the duration of the Khutbah

loo Long

Just Right

loo Short

4. On a scale from 1-5 (1 being the lowest) please answer the following:
Are the topics relevant to you and your family?

4

3

2

5

I Explain to them how these ideas can be poisonous and try to have them
make a plan to slowly quit music.

I Find the lyrics for the top two to three songs of the month and ask the
I students if they've memorized them? Have the songs with missing words
I aid see if the students can guess what is missing.
I Do the same with a surah of the Quran, transliteration is ok.

5. Are you inspired or motivated by the khutbah?

2

3

4

MH5

6. Do you feel that your knowledge increases after the sermon?

2

3

4

5
MH ^^^^HHH

Please provide any comments you have regarding the Friday prayer

services:
JazakAllahu Khairan!

Surah Al-Fajr fill in the missing words:
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Surely your Lord is ever on the watch. (14) As for man, when his L
tests him, and thus gives him honor and bour'
honored me." (15) But when he tests him, and
for him, he says, "My Lord has disgraced me."

Take a Stand!

I

I II
£

I

*

******

Objective: Students will learn how to communicate with one another in

a peaceful way about topics that are relevant to them.
Materials: pen and paper
Suggested Time and Level: ^-2 class periods depending on number of

questions, sixth through twelfth grade

ftocess:

• Develop a number of discussion questions based on your lesson
dealing with issues. According to the age, the students can brainstorm
"hot" topics in the Muslim community or general debates that are
happening in the society.
• A sample list of questions can be found below:
I

I

I

"Where Do You Stand" Discussion Questions

Be sure to emphasize that their answers and views will not be shared
with anyone and that students shouldn't judge any student for their
views.
*

I

I

Sample Questions for Discussion
Muslims should be able to date for a little before getting married
because they will be with that person for the rest of their life

A little bit of alcohol has been researched and some say it helps the
heart. Therefore, Muslims should be able to drink in moderation

A

I

« 159 »
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If a Muslim is very depressed and they have nowhere to turn, they
should take some type of light drugs to

overcome the sadness;

marijuana doesn't have that much of an effect, so it should be ok.

Objective: Students will have a discussion, about the evils of war and

It's ok to chat with the opposite gender to get to know them or be

reasons to avoid it.

friends without doing " stuff"
Listening to music is ok

faterials: none

Teachers in general and teachers in Islamic schools should be paid

^tgpsted Time and Level: 1 class period, eighth through twelfth grasw

less than they are now because they have so much time off.

Split the class into groups and brainstorm a list of conflicts in the world

piwhat are some possible solutions for at least one of them.

Parents should force their kids to go to an Islamic school because

they know what is right for the kids.
Imams should work for free because nobody should charge for

I Discussion Questions
I

Islamic services or knowledge.

If a people were being persecuted should another nation go and help?

B) Place a large card in each comer of the room that says one of the

lie what is going on in Syria or Palestine? How could the helper know
'ito is right or wrong?

following:
Strongly agree

______

• What are some of the jobs that soldiers do?
Strongly Disagree

• How can countries prevent conflicts when other nations are not

trying to bring peace?
("I am way down wid dat!')
• Have you ever lived in a country at war?

(I'm not down wid dat!)

• What should countries do to prevent conflict when other nations in
the world are not trying to bring peace?

C) Have students write their response on scrap paper before physically
moving to either comer of the room. This prevents the "herd instinct" from

How can the world be peaceful when other countries are not trying
to bring peace.

taking over. Then allow them to stand under the card that best fits their

opinion.
I

Is war necessary?

I

Does war have any positive consequences for mankind?
If war could be eliminated entirely, would there still be a use for

armies?

What causes countries to engage in a war?
What cause would you fight/ die for?

*
*160
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•

How could people resolve conflicts instead of through war?

•

What do you understand by the phrase "might is right"? Who
has the stick has the lamb.
Ver

•

Can you think of a war that you believe was justified?

L

What you uoatchin?
Students will learn about responsible behavior when it comes

to choosing the media they watch.
Suggested time and level: 45 minutes, seventh through twelfth grade

process:

a moderator for the following discussion
questions; let students be open and share their opinion.
Have the teacher act as

Discussion questions:
1. How do you choose what movies you will watch? Ratings, trailers..

I

2 In your opinion ever since you've started watching movies, have the

gotten less or more appropriate?

J

3. How do you know or judge what is appropriate or not?
4. Do friends influence what type of movies you watch? Peer pressure?
5. How do you think movies affect your behavior/ fashion/ outlook on
life?
6. Make a list of things you've seen in movies when you've had to close
your eyes?

7. Imagine if your parents were sitting next to you every time you

watched T.V. or movies, how much less would you watch? What
would you cut out?
I. What are some ways you think movies can be more Islamic?

>. If you were a movie producer what are differences or changes you
would make to the movies you make?

r

3. Do you think your values (what you think is appropriate) are getting

more Islamic or less Islamic.

A
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Role-Call

11. How many movies do you watch every week, do you feel that it is
good or should you watch less?

12. Do you think the movies that you watch will benefit you in any way
in this worldly life or hereafter?
13. Do you think movies can have a negative impact on a person's imaan
and taqwa? If so, how?
14. Go to kidsinmind.com and ask the group for a popular movie
title. Read the review and ask the group whether they think it is
appropriate.

Oi'gctiv^

Students will learn about the role of men and women in
Islam.

trials: whiteboard and markers

jested Amount of Time and Audience: 90 minutes and ages 13 and up

Conclude the activity using the Discussion Points below

Present both sides, don't take a stance. Maybe even play

"devil's
locate" by presenting the correct opinion and the opposite and sometimes

more common one

| WASEEM PERACHA |
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<r Which case study was the most difficult? Why?

Make all students feel comfortable expressing their opinion and there
should be no room for bullying (teacher included)

<r If you could make one change in men's gender roles, what would it
be? In women's roles, what would it be? Would you agree with the
a statements why or why not?
following

<r Women will never be equal to men in the workplace

Aisha, who is a new student at an Islamic school learns about the reward
of calling the adhan and leading the prayer. She has a beautiful voice and
would like to call people to the prayer. The teacher and others say no way.
If you were a teacher or another student, how would you explain to Aisha

that she isn't allowed to call the adhan or lead the prayer? Also role play in
the group on what are some arguments each side would give.

Ali and Fatima have been married for almost a year. Ali always pays for
everything and makes most of the decisions about where to go and what

I
I

to do. In Fatima's seerah class, they talked about women having businesses
and being wealthy at the time of the Prophet Muhammad (saw) and she has
been thinking of finding
>34 work. Ali is the sole earner and earns very little

I
I
I
I
I

might Fatima say to Ali?

I

Ali and Fatima get married and after taking classes, Fatima wants to
start wearing hijab. Ali won't have it. Alternative Ali takes classes and tells
his wife that she needs to start wearing the hijab, Fatima doesn't want to.

j
|
I

Discuss each of the cases.

I

<r More men should be stay at home dads
<r Ina marriage, do you think one person should handle the finances
or both?

Adam and Sarah are arguing about their sister, Fatima, and her husband,
Ali. Sarah has noticed lots of bruises on Fatima's arms and shoulders
recently, and this weekend she had a black eye. Adam says Fatima has
been too "uppity" lately and their brother-in-law (Ali) is trying to show her
who's boss. Sarah looks at Adam and shakes her head. She doesn't think
violence is ever an answer. What might Sarah say? If Fatima was acting
uppity (arrogant) how should Ali deal with her attitude?
1

money, so finding a job seems to make sense to Fatima; but Ali is furious at
the idea. He says she doesn't think he is man enough to pay for her. What

(r A woman's place is in the home

Should boys and girls be brought up or treated differently?
t

Who do you think has life easier, girls or guys? Why?

* What are the responsibilities of a father to his family?
■r What are the responsibilities of a mother to her family?
* Are fathers capable of carrying out the duties of a mother and vice

versa?
■a
r Who is regarded
as the head of the family?

Are there different expectations for sons and daughters?
T What jobs are deemed as appropriate for men but inappropriate for
women?

Discussion Points:

What are some of the ways that changing gender roles have affected
relationships between men and women in a) social settings, b)
families, and c) the workplace?
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k

4

k

Hijrah Escape

1

The Talk

r

I
I

practice privately in your home. You hear about a legion coming towards

To understand the physiological changes that take place
during puberty and the Islamic rulings that apply. I.e. new
desires, getting taller, voice changing, and hair in new
places

your neighborhood and you have 15 minutes to pack your things and leave
with what is most important. What would you take, what will you do,

First of all, the boys need to know that all these changes are normal and

Imagine living in a peaceful country that is quickly taken over by a fierce
army and dictator who don't believe in any religion. They are extremely

objective:

hostile towards those who practice any religion and there is no chance to

where will you go, and how?

that all the men they know went through them as well. Islam is a complete

is guidance for every aspect of our lives. If they are worried
about something isn't healthy they better to ask a trusted adult about it than
Io try to ignore it or feel guilty about it.
jeenand there

You and your classmates have 15 minutes to make a list of what you will

do, in what order, and who will do what.

Be prepared to logically explain

HOW you plan on doing your job. SURVIVAL is your main objective.

Secondly, the boys need to be informed of new sunnah, hadiths, and

Describe what it would look like on your neighborhood.

fiqh rules, which will
things.

••

apply to them as young men experiencing all these

Predict what might happen to your community. Will you make it?

What is needed for basic survival? What are the steps you will take to

survive, in what order, who will do what?
After activity.

Finally boys need to learn and practice good manners (adab) towards
each other and girls and women.
Suggested Time and Audience: one class period of 45-50
eighth to twelfth grade

minutes,

How were decisions made?
Process

What feelings did you have while the survival plans were being made?
Break the ice by asking the kids how their dad might have spoken about

lhesechanges. Ask a question in a funny way, like "How many of you have
had an awkward conversation with your dad about the birds and the bees".

Discuss the following topics and common questions:

The sunnah of hair removal

Performing Ghusl and when it is required
Wet dreams

Sunnan of relieving oneself
What are the sunnan al-fitra?

< 4•

I
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What nullifies wudu and what requires ghusl?
If students have any questions, have them write the questions on small
piece of paper, crumple it, and put it in a container, so it will stay anonymous
Take time to answer the questions or answer the questions in a later session

Below are some notes that can be helpFul
Topic 1; Etiquette of cleaning oneself after urinating or defecating

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>

Istinjaa- remove remains of one's feces/urine with water
Istijmaar- clean with rocks, maybe useful when camping or visiting
overseas
Say the dua' for entering/leaving bathroom
Lean on your left side when relieving oneself
Should be out of sight
Not wearing things that have Allah's names
Don't speak in the bathroom
Don't touch your private part or clean yourself with the right hand
Forbidden to face or back towards Qiblah (if outside)
Don't urinate on the road or useful areas of shade, under trees or any
place that will cause discomfort/harm to others
Forbidden to clean with anything respectable (food, bones)
Fardh to wash parts of clothes that have impurity. If one doesn't
know they wash the whole thing.
Sunnah to sit down and urinate
Topic 2: Sunan al-fitra

>

Use miswaak/ toothbrush
Shave pubic hair, trimming finger/ toe nails
Allow beard to grow and trim moustache

>

Combing hair and taking care of it, no mohawks!

>
>

1
I

I
|
I
I
I
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Dyeing
1 gray hair
)

Perfume/cologne

to smell nice

>

Circumcision
)

Topic 3: Nullifying wudu

J

is discharged by the private parts
Losing consciousness or sanity, fainting or intoxication
A person touches their own sexual organ with, desire
A man touches a woman with desire or vice versa
Anything that

I

Eating camel meat

I

that causes one to do ghusl also causes you to do 'wudu
death

Everything
except

I

Sound sleep

I

Topic 4: Acts that obligate Ghusl
Ejaculation of

sperm due to sensual pleasure includes masturbation

Sex
I

Death

Convert to Islam

Menstruation
• Post-partum bleeding

f
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Sample Discussion topics

Mind the Gap: A Talk show on
generation gap

Have you ever felt a generation gap with your parents? S

How do you overcome the generation gap? T
I J When do you feel the generation gap the most? TS

Objective: Have students learn about various differences in culture and

I > Texting rather than talking? TS

>4

expose them to the generation gaps that exist.
) Gap in language, using all these abbreviations? TS

Materials: sofas or chairs, coffee tables, three microphones

) Huge gap in technology? TS

Time: two class periods

> What are some of the hobbies you had growing up? T
Process:

> Feel you have to be rewarded or given money for everything you do

Set up a talk show stage and choose three teachers and three students

rather than have responsibilities. TS

who are outspoken and popular. Let them see the questions before, so they

) Do you think you can be a better parent than your own parents in

can think about their responses.

future? S
Pick ten questions from below if the talk show is 45 minutes, pick about

| > What would you do differently? S

15 if more than an hour.
Host can start the discussion by showing any of these videos and getting

the teachers and students to respond.

I > What do you think are some of the advantages or disadvantages of
I another generation for example living with parents or grandparents? S

> Can you talk to your parents about everything?
audience)

Comedy four generations:
httys//iuww.youtube.com/watch?v=4bJPylB671w (6 minutes)

(question

i

for

> Are people from the "older" generation always more wise and

correct in their ways of thinking and choices? Why or why not? TS

^1

Cultural Parents.
*

> Do you ever

with

your

friends/parents/relatives/

grandparents about topics such as music, style, and values?

https://imino.youtube.com/watch ?v=G7Bv4Voqoew (6 minutes)

il

disagree

> Is it possible for parents and children to be friends? Or for people of

UmmahFilms: Role of the Masjid

different generations to be friends? TS

]ittps://iuww.youtube.com/watch?v=bElkLGqWlMc (14 minutes)

> What is an example of a time you and your friends/parents/
•4/

T for a good question for teachers, S for students or TS saying that it's a
good question for both and it'll be interesting to see both view points.

relatives/grandparents had an argument or disagreement? Do you
think it is related to generation gap? S

Should teachers be aware of the generation gap between them and

*
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? What age did you
their students? What can be done about it? STUDENTS (my favorite

When should

one)!

>

Should children be able to use social networking sites without parent

father, grandmother or grandfather? Why do you think this is the

monitoring?
Age of hijab?

Should parents leave that up to the daughter or push

them to wear it?

Do you think that your life is easier/harder than your parents? TS
Which changes in traditional values could contribute to a generation

>

kids be able to get a cell phone?

Do you feel you have more of a generation
gap with your mother,
&

case?S

>

get mature at

) Suppose there's a teen that has a 10 PM curfew. One night he comes

gap?T

I

Do you think older people are boring? (audience)

I) My parents wants me to be in Hafiz program, but I do not want to be

Why do the new generations frequently blame the last generation for

I

back at 1 AM, how should the parents handle this?

in Hafiz. I have a lot of homework and my parents do not understand.
In Hafiz we have to memorize, we come home we have to memorize

many problems they are facing? T

I

more, and also do homework;it's just too much.

> If you could give one important message to the next generation,

) My parents do not keep their promises. They promised me if I get

what would it be? TS

good grades they will buy me somethingand when I get good grades,

> How can a generation gap cause problems in the school? S

they put another requirement on me. They make empty promises.

> What are some differences in your culture's generation gaps when
compared to that of another culture's own generation gaps? TS

> My parents do not understand how I feel. They never want me to

have fun. I get good grades, but they take away TV and games from

me and want me to study all the time I can't even talk on the phone.

> Do you feel your parents don't understand you because of a

generation gap? (audience)
? Extra Resources:

> What do you think are some good/bad manners? (audience)

> Do people have more manners now or in earlier times? T

http/fiteslj.org/Lessons/Orlova-Activities.html

> What culture do you think is the most polite? Explain. T

http://faculty.kent.edu/kcichy/reappointment/Publica tions/Cichy %20&%20

^KlOChupter.pdf (research on generation gap)

> Is there anything about manners in the USA that you prefer to
manners in your country? (for adult teachers from other countries)

>
>

What manners have you found acceptable in here that would be bad

manners in your country? T

I

Can boys and girls be just friends..

j

How comfortable are you with your parents and which parent are

you closer to why?

I
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Choosing the right friends

Topics

Youth want to talk about

Objective: Teach students the importance of having the right friends.

I Rethinking entertainment for Muslims in the modern day

Materials: Pen, paper, whiteboard, notes below

I Business ethics in Islam

Suggested Time and Level: 2 class periods, eighth through twelfth

3. Bullying

1 How to deal with obesity?
Notes, teachers can share with their students:

5. Hygiene
Have students watch "Bad Trendsetter" by Nouman Khan
littp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=73kHTs-Mk-U

6. Staying healthy
7. Importance of time

Have all students close their eyes and imagine their role model or the
person they most want to be like: looks, clothing, speaking, style, etc.,
anything that comes to their mind. Think of that person and write their

8. Career advice

name.

9. Dhabiha/Non-Dhabiha, Halal, and Haram foods

Then take three to five minutes and think seriously about how that
person has influenced your actions. What are some things you've done just
to be more like them or please them.

10. Peer pressure
R

11. Online Friendships/ Relationships
12 Stories from Quran; Prophet's stories

Now take five minutes to imagine you are standing on Day of Judgment
(DoJ) and will that person be distancing themselves from you or will you be
glad that you chose them as a role model. Write down your response and

13. Science in the Quran

how that makes you feel?

14. Shamaail of Prophet (Character traits)

Randomly throw these papers around and then share answers

15. Salah workshop
16. Is music haram?
r

17. Is Riba haram?

*
Al
Ml

18. Famous battles in Islam

Ml

19. Tips on how to stop cursing

M
■
I
i
4
I

20. Movies

21. Can we look up to modern celebrities, musicians, and actors? Looking
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for real Muslim role models.
U Smoking, drugs, and alcohol

22. Major and minor signs of the DoJ (Day of Judgment)

fa Moon sighting debates
23. Imam Mahdi

fa Famous mosques around the world

24. Backbiting
g, Non-Muslim holidays, can we celebrate any of them?

25. What is the result of someone not praying on time?

fa Appropriate Muslim dress for men and women
26. How to deliver the message of Islam to Muslims or non- Muslim

fa Jokes in Islam
27. Tawbah (repentance)

50. What If you have a crush on someone? Dating in Islam.
28. Jinn
29. T.V. in Islam
30. Fighting and arguing;tips on how to control your anger
31. Practical jokes and comedy in Islam

52. Drawing people or animate objects

53. Why women have to cover?
54. Significance of charity

32. Biographies of the daughters of the Prophet

55. How to handle a loved one passing away?

33. How can I improve my relationship with my parents?

56. Being Muslim in the army

34. Online Matchmaking: ok?

57. Major sins vs. Minor sins

35. Arranged, forced, and other marriage practices that exist in the

58. Gambling

ummah.
36. Marrying from different cultures or religions
*

51. The company you keep: Getting into trouble/friends

37. The working Muslim woman
38. Possible career limitations for Muslim Professionals

59. Importance and ways to make Dua'
60. Love for our Muslim brothers and sisters
61. Migrating to a Muslim land

61 Is protesting allowed?

39. Parent/child relations and rights

63. Miracles of the prophet

40. How to gain Khushoo in salah?

64. Miracles of the Quran

41. The proper way to pray

65. Dating, chatting/texting girls;can guys and girls just be friends?

42. How to explain Islam in a couple of minutes?

66. Lying and cheating

43. Peer pressure

1
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67. Internet etiquette
90. Dangers of being cheap and miserly

68. How to deal with parents who don't allow their children to
Islam?
69. How to deal with parents fighting or getting a divorce?
70. Backbiting/Slandering
71. Family of the prophet (aunts, uncles, kids, wives, etc.)

91. Sincerity and pure intention
92. Women's status in Islam
93. Muhasiba (self-reflection),Remembering Allah ( swt)
94. How to build a strong relationship within the community?
95. Life in the grave

72. Is food cooked with alcohol OK?
73. Sheesha/Hookah Bars
74. Fighting the Ban on Hijab (in different parts of the world)

96. Prophet as a family man
97. Raising a Muslim child
98. Beating Procrastination; how to manage your time?

75. Hijab in Turkey: Analyzing the conflict

99. Importance of education/ worldly and religious
76. Staying Connected with the Masjid

77. Our duties to the Muslim American Society

100. Importance of prayer
lOl.Shortcuts to Jannah

78. Is voting allowed ?
79. Leadership: The Prophet's way

80. Keeping the Ties of Kinship (relatives)
81. Marrying from different cultures or religions
82. Are wearing colored contacts ok?
83. What type of jewelry is ok for guys to wear?

84. How to wake up early to eat suhur?
85. Why do Christians try to convert people?
86. Is it Haram to be an actress?

87. Is wearing a nose ring or piercing in weird places ok?
88. Can women sing or dance in public? Private?

89. Obeying Allah and His prophet
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Excuses, why people don't give
da'wah

c
c

,

,c

ieam how little normal people know about
g« ",d of any excuses they have to not gtve

dawah.

aerials: 10 balloons, projector, internet, laptop, speakers, markers
Suggested Time and Level: 1 class period, eighth trough twelfth grade

I Process:

Watch short video by Baba Ali on what do people really know about
Islam.

httpJ/www.youtube.com/watch?v=l8bE13u3YGs
I Students will brainstorm ten excuses why people don't give dawah.

3. They will then write the excuse on a balloon.
4. Students will then hit the balloons around and the teacher will lead

a discussion on how the excuse they give is really not an excuse not
to give dawah.

Pop the balloon with the excuse after students spend four to five minutes
discussing why it's not a good excuse

*82
«

»
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a

Enjoin Goodforbid evil

* J

vVhat stops us from enjoining the right or forbidding the evil?

b Discuss the hadith about stopping evil with your hands, tongue or

I feeling bad in your heart.
Objective: Teach students about the value and purpose of amr bi]

marouf (enjoining the good)
Materials: videos that are below, internet, projector, laptop, student

Whoever among you sees an evil then let them change it by his hand,
and if he is unable to then by his tongue (speech).If he is unable to
then by his heart and that is the weakest of faith.

notebook, and a pen to write reflections

Vocabulary:
Suggested time and level: 2-3 class periods, 7th through 12th grade

Munkar - Anything that is evil whether it is an idea, act or saying and
^hibited in Islam.

Process:
The teacher should setup aclassroom in a discussion format and so that
students can see the projected video without difficulty

I [essons Learned:
I If you see someone hitting someone else, you should physically stop it.

After each video, there are suggested discussion or guided questions to
help spur a discussion on enjoining good and forbidding evil
The teacher can keep tabs on how many people participate or add to the

discussion with tally marks on the seating chart

I This is by changing something and removing evil by your hand. If you are

I faid or are unable to do so then you must verbally stop the evil.

Should

I itiii fear that verbally stopping the sin is not possible then you must hate
Iiin your heart. Muslims must hate sins, disbelief, and evil acts.
Being
IjMuslim defines you as a good person that abides by the laws of Islam

Start with video: Responsibilityproject.com video on transit

I aid stays away from the prohibited.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8F9Yjf- VukI

heart then it's as if they are allowing it.

If one doesn't hate the evil sin in his
Truly believers will have feelings

(/hatred towards evil and one that doesn't hate evil and sins should fear

I Allah and hope that hypocrisy doesn't enter their heart.

Watch a video then have students discuss/summarize what exactly
happened in the video.

& Discuss what they would do and why? Be honest, have any of you
been in a situation where you had a similar choice? Share some

personal stories here.
What if everyone turns the other shoulder and ignores crimes, what
type of society would we have?
&

Why do you think stopping an evil even if it breaks a relationship is
important?

&

If you wish to change an evil, what are the proper steps?

Kou are only allowed to move from the first step (changing and stopping
lie evil by hand) to changing it by speech if you are unable or are afraid
hdoing it. Being afraid that you'll lose a friend is not an excuse. If you
I ae truly friends, you will stop them from harming others or saying haram
pings. The Prophet told us, "None of you have truly believed until you

he for others what you love for yourself." Preserving a friendship is not

8important as compared to risking Allah's anger descends upon you.
today, many people are nervous to stop a crime that their friends are doing
because they don't want to lose a friend. This mentality is fueled by Satan,
he must seek Allah's help and not allow evil to be committed.
If you are unable to stop the evil by your speech then you must hate the
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What is something good you've done to make the people better.

/ Questions:
I

Write down the suitable way to stop a crime or evil. If stopping by hand

Kbetter then write hand, if by speech then write speech, or if by heart then
|« heart.
I A bully attacks your friend and threatens to attack you, if you
i jnvthing of fay anything.
I

Translation:

I

Two students in your class fighting.

do

«

A five-year-old hurting a rabbit and pulling its ears.
Students saying bad words.

Hearing backbiting
A group of people murdered someone in a far away country.

Noticing your sibling watching a haram channel on the TV.
Hearing on the news that some people say that beer and haram acts are
mod and cool!
D

f
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Lorfant cause of social upheaval, wars, and death. Is it possible that a
Lreligion would allow this?

Refuting Atheists

j Group E:

Objective: Learn how to talk to atheists and learn some of their main

arguments

Argument: It is not possible for an All-Merciful God to allow such

Materials: projector, laptop, speakers, and internet

.Bering as we see in the world today. People dying of hunger and
Itfvation, natural disasters destroying hundreds and millions of lives,

Suggested time and age: 1 class period, ninth through twelfth grades

I unnecessary diseases, plagues and wars, and the list goes on. The existence
l/evil clearly proves that an All-Powerful, All-Merciful God cannot exist.
I I Students will then have a representative from their group and explain

I
1.

2.

the refutations they would give to the arguments given above.

Students will watch five proofs god exists by Dr. Sabeel Ahmad
https://www.youtube, com/watch ?v=ztMlk0th7Enw

I 5. The teacher will then share some thoughts on each question:

Students will get into five groups

I Answer A: The question doesn't make sense. The person is trying to
mt the unlimited. This has to do with His power, not if He exists. It also

3.

Answer the following questions as if you were talking to an atheist

Group A.*
Argument: All religions claim that God is an all-powerful entity. Let me

ask you: Is it possible that God can create something so heavy that He can't
lift it? Either way, you answer, you have shown that He is not all-powerful

3^

Group B;

Is it possible for God to create a circle with four
sides? Or an object that exists and doesn't exist at the same time?
Argument:

jives a human perception to Allah. Allah is above humans and is beyond
line and space.
Answer B: There isno such thing as a circle with four sides. It's called

II rectangle. Humans have defined a circle and square and then you are
j dang god can do this from your definition of this. Not impossible because
rfgod but impossible due to your definitions. They are neutrally exclusive.

Definitions are being questioned not the power of god.
Answer C: Modem science hasn't proven anything. It's all theory still,

pitfact of evolution or theory? Never will it be proven that one species

solved into another type of species. Science explains nothing. Science

Group Cr
Argument: Modem science has proven that life as it exists today is a

result of direct evolution from previous forms of life. Therefore, it is clear
that there is no Creator who needed to create. Science explains everything.

plains how, but never explains why. Why it came about comes from
I delation. Another point is that science changes; 10 years later theories

I be changed. In graduate level, you learn that a lot of what you thought

*8s fact is actually theory.
Answer D: It is not historically clear that religion has been used by the

Group Dr
Argument: It is historically clear that religions have been tools used

by the powers that are to control the masses. Religion is the single most

l.^er to be, except for Christianity. For them, if Christianity failed, every

%on failed. Wars are about oil, power, money not religion. Capitalism
Agreed is the cause. Did you forget WWI and WWII? 65 million people
hkflled.

ill1
"I
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Debate Team

Answer E: For a Muslim that suffers will be far greater than the sacrifices

and suffering they had to go through. When the believer struggles, the path
is easier to Jannah. Evil exists because of sin. Calamities happen because
of people's bad deeds. (Surah Rum: 41) There is a divine wisdom behind
these struggles, it brings you closer to Allah. It separates the believers from
the disbelievers. The response of the calamity separates the Muslim to the
non-Muslim. It is the existence of these calamities that bring out the good

F

_____...........

Objectives: Students will learn how to speak/ debate with an atheist

and Christian.
Suggested Time and Level: 1 class period, tenth through twelfth

in men. If there is no poor then how would you give money to the poor?

How will you show mercy and compassion? It makes a person appreciate
the blessings of Allah swt. When we see a blind person walking with a stick,
how does that affect us instantaneous? There is no such thing as pure evil.

ftocess:

I. Find a revert in the area who used to be a Christian and another one

who was either Agnostic or atheist.
*
t
Everything that exists has some good in it. Judging Allah's actions through i
our limited minds? How do you know what is good or bad for someone? I
2 Ask questions (write them on the board) by givingfive minutes for
Allah says in the Quran that things you may think are bad for you are good, I
the students and teacher to prepare. Give the spokesperson three
and vice versa. Everything is beneficial to the believer, if good happens I
minutes to speak. Then give another two minutes for discussion/
they say Alhamdulillah, if evil or bad they show patience.
I
rebuttal for each side. Finally, allow two minutes for the audience to
ask questions for either speaker.
3. Give time for the atheist and Christian to explain why they

became

Muslim.
j As an atheist:
1. How can we know that God does or doesn't exist?

2 What is purpose of life? Group 1

3. For both: please summarize your ideology or your way of life; be it
an atheist, agnostic, Christian or Muslim.
ll As a Christian:

1. How do we know that the Bible or the Quran are the word of God?

2 What is the concept of salvation in each of your beliefs?

3. Please speak about the trinity and the concept of tawheed.
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A Why do Muslims pray 5x a day?
A Why don't Muslims eat pork or drink alcohol?
A What does jihad mean?

Objective:

Students will learn on how to answer the common
misconceptions that people have about Islam.

Materials: Video camera or smart phone and video editing software

A The marriage of Aisha ?
A Why do Muslims hate Jews?
A Violent verses in the Quran?
a

Suggested Time and Level: Students will have a week to do research,

make, and edit the video.

A What does Islam say about slavery?
a

1.

What does dhimmi mean?

Why don't women have rights in Islam? What are honor killings?

In groups of two to three. Students will make a video skit showing the
do's and don'ts of da'wah while answering a common misconception
about Islam. Must be three to four minutes long, can make it funny.

Watch a question/ answer session of Dr. Zakir Naik or Ahmad
Deedat (rah).

A
■

Then give students questions to answer in groups. They will do
mock dialogue and then come together to watch each other do their
dialogue skit.
Sample Questions are below:

Why do women have to cover?
Why does Islam promote Terrorism?

Why don't Muslims believe in Jesus?
to

How do you know the Qur'an is the truth?

Why is Islam the right religion?

AH

God exists but there's no need for religion

Ah
•to-

You don't believe in God?

Why don't Muslims drink?

Shariah law is taking over
Who or what is Allah?

J

* J93 »
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Dawah Storm

Fundamentalist!

1
*

■Ml

Objective: Students will have a brainstorming session to think of as

Objective: Students will learn how to give dawah to the fundamentals

many unique ideas for dawah as possible some of which can

of the deen.

be presented to the dawah committee in the local masjid.

Suggested time and level: 2 class periods, ninth through twelfth grade

Suggested time and level: 1 class period, ninth through twelfth grade

Process:
1.

pct®

I ], Have each person write in their notebook three groups of people

Students will watch Yusuf Estes' Intro to Islam http://www.youtube.
com/watch ?v=H YI_ 7cOP- Uo

2.

I

Students will also watch Baba Ali's Intro to Islam

I i Get into groups of five to seven. Brainstorm a bunch of different

http://www.youtube. com/watch ?v=p2Clk5lNUdQ

3.

Students will take notes on the above lectures

4.

Students will develop a PowerPoint or Prezi using the info found in

the lectures
5.

Sample Requirements:

O Work individually
O at least 15-20 slides

O Definitions or slides on the following are a must Islam, Muslim,
Allah, 6 pillars of Imaan, 5 pillars of Islam. Picture for each slide
is needed if using powerpoint

who don't usually get dawah

venues, dawah ideas, etc..

v*

3. Group with most ideas wins a gift. Each group needs to categorize

|

I

the list.

II

J j Threecategories:
P Dawah to family/relatives

local community
mankind at large
4. Make a list of the top-50 dawah ideas and organize them to either

use or incorporate them into the dawah plan of the masjid

*

*
*
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Great Dawah Projects
1.
2.
3.

Draw comics with Islamic themes

j

16. Target a specific street and make it your responsibility

I

newspaper or blog

Pen-pal dawah campaign, internet chatting, etc.

I

Dawah postcards on windshields; make it look like a parking ticket;

I

18. Research successful dawah campaigns and try to emulate them in

your community.

19. Design a nice bulletin board and keep it updated with relevant
information

Be organized, make files and reminders to make sure you keep
contacting and checking up on them

5.

j5. Researching a social ill and put an effort in helping overcome it

17. Write articles as volunteers and have a small column in the local

has to be precise and look nice

4.

I

Create an Islamic card game, trivia or think of other games you can
do during family dinners and other events

I

20. Give free CDs to truck drivers at a truck stop

I

21. T-shirt dawah- make a really cool design and quality shirts
22. Bar in the car - Keep food bars for the poor in your car

6.

7.

Set up a dawah booth at a large public gathering

23. Organize a basketball tournament or sports camp

Dawah backpacks for new Muslims or youth with a cool message

printed on them, miswak, thawb, nice sandals, topee, prayer rug

24. Design posters and announcements professionally

Quran, a few books, CDs, perfume, t-shirt with a cool message. A

25. Summarize last week's khutbah on a small card; pass out khutbah
CDs after jummah

similar one for sisters, but filling it with items that pertain to sisters.
8.

Muslim Appreciation Day for local businesses that support the

community

9.

I

Organize a career day where you have Muslim professionals present

I

what they do and answer any questions from the audience

I

26. Organize a family night with other masajid, have the Imams present,

have a dinner, and an ice-breaker to get people to mingle.

27. Free walk-in clinic for Muslims and non-Muslims and ask doctors to
volunteer their time

10. Organize a career networking day by bring managers to do a career

fair for professionals

28. Tourist spot dawah

11. Advertise through bulk mail; mail out 5,000 postcards

29. Organize a network of speakers for schools

12. Dawah comer at a doctor's office, cafe, and other Muslim businesses.

30. Volunteer for Whylslam's hotline. Call 877-WhyIslam to find out

Refill them every month. Start small, but think big!

13. Design a matrimonial website or project to help Muslims get married.
Muslims singles newsletter or have an Islamic matchmaking event
(halfourdeen. com)
14. Give Dawah in prisons, nursing homes or hospitals.

and churches

how

31. Dawah to 40 neighbors project
32. Design a website with an Islamic theme

33. Give roses with a message from Quran or Hadeeth
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34. Perform and record a spoken word poem and put it up on YouTube

Dawah to friends and fam!

com
35. Visit people at their home to give dawah by calling in advance ai^

Objective: Learn that it is important to give dawah to friends and

setting up a good time withthem.

36. Prophet would go visit elderly outside town; go visit an elderly

I

family. Also when giving dawah, it is better to mix teaching

I

an Islamic lesson and a fun activity.

home or form a group that mows people's lawns in the summer and
cleans snow in the winter.

37. Email a Dawah organization like ilmscape@gmail.com and ask how

Materials: Whiteboard or poster board, markers
Suggested time and age: 1 class period, sixth through twelfth

you could volunteer.

38. Start an Islamic book reading club

fWtss:
I Students will work independently in planning a party for their friends

39. Bring a personal trainer or karate master and teach a short lesson

with some Islamic morals/ethics

40. Invite people for lunch or dinner and give a short reminder after
praying together

^family with the purpose of dawah.

Students will come up with a schedule for the party, items to be served,
I jlist of guests, a five-minute reminder about an Islamic topic, and finally a

ftoactivity for all the friends and family to enjoy.

I Students should have about three to four weeks to have the party
Students will submit this to the teacher and write a one-page reflection
taut how the party went and any things to improve upon for next time.
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Dawah to 40 Neighbors Project
r

Objective: Learn a fun and creative way to give dawah in 10 easy
Group members: Group of 5: Each group will have a writer and

to write and print the letters, write the return and to address
stuffer of envelopes and stamper, at the end you will do two
rakahs, and make the dua. Each group will stuff 40envelopes
I

Dawah to 40 neighbors project! 10 Steps to get major ajr!
9. Order Whylslam brochures from hftpsi/^icnanj.org/bazaar/defaulf^sp

<rive dawah in the

Objective: Students will practically learn how to g^v
streets.
Suggested time and level: 2 class periods, ninth through twelfth grade

process:

| 1, Show video of people giving dawah with the roses. http://www.

^utube.com/watch?v=r2M01B_txFs

'

!

1 Have students think of ways to fundraise money to buy 100 roses.
10.1 personally suggest Concept of God in Islam, Islam Explained,
Prophet Muhammad, Jesus in Islam

3, Have students find 3-5 different ayaat or hadeeth that gives a good

impression of Islam or the Prophet.
11. Watch Yusuf Estes http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=23vQMwM
12. Write a short introductory letter that is anonymous and mention a
quick summary about what Islam, Muslim, Allah means, the 5 pillars
of Islam, 6 pillars of Imaan, 877-Whylslam, whyislam.org ....org
18.
19. Order about 20 of each, 6-8 cents each

20. Make 40 copies of your short intro to Islam
21. Buy 40 stamps and envelopes!
22. Stuff them with a brochure and intro letter

23. Mail them: Return address of either the local masjid or this Whjislam

Sacramento PO Box 1353 Orangevale CA 95662
24. Make dua that Allah accepts this, the people who receive it actually
read it and guides them, and for Br. Waseem for coining up with this
cool idea..

I. Print them and attach each ayah or hadeeth to a rose.
5. Take the students to safe environment which has a lot of foot traffic
and have them pass out the roses. Have a table setup so if anyone
wants more info or discussion they have a place to go.

K
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100 Roses for the Prophet (saw)

Dawah to 40 Neighbors Project
'L

Objective: Learn a fun and creative way to give dawah in 10 easy step

Objective: Students will practically learn how to give dawah in the

streets.

Group members: Group of 5: Each group will have a writer and printt

Suggested time and level: 2 class periods, ninth through twelfth grade

to write and print the letters, write the return and to addres

stuffer of envelopes and stamper, at the end you will do tw

rakahs, and make the dua. Each group will stuff40 envelopes
Dawah to 40 neighbors project! 10 Steps to get major ajr!

Process:

I 1. Show video of people giving dawah with the roses. http://www.

I

9.

\putube.com/watch?v=r2MOiB_txFs

•‘

Order Whyisiam brochures from https://icnanj.org/bazaar/default.osp

10. I personally suggest Concept of God in Islam, Islam Explained,

Prophet Muhammad, Jesus in Islam

11. Watch Yusuf Estes http://www.youtube.coni/watch?v=23vQMwXPXlf
12. Write a short introductory letter that is anonymous and mention a

quick summary about what Islam, Muslim, Allah means, the5pillars

of Islam, 6 pillars of Imaan, 877-WhyIslam, whyislam.org ....org
18.

2 Have students think of ways to fundraise money to buy 100 roses.
5. Have students find 3-5 different ayaat or hadeeth that gives a good
impression of Islam or the Prophet.

4. Print them and attach each ayah or hadeeth to a rose.

Take the students to safe environment which has a lot of foot traffic
and have them pass out the roses. Have a table setup so if anyone
wants more info or discussion they have a place to go.

19. Order about 20 of each, 6-8 cents each
20. Make 40 copies of your short intro to Islam
21. Buy 40 stamps and envelopes!

22. Stuff them with a brochure and intro letter
23. Mail them: Return address of either the local masjid or this Whyisiam
Sacramento PO Box 1353 Orangevale CA 95662
24. Make dua that Allah accepts this, the people who receive it actually
read it and guides them, and for Br. Waseem for coming up with this
cool idea..

■

w

!
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Muslim revert action plan

Dawah booth

1

Objective: Setting up a mock dawah booth

I Objective: Come up with some real solutions to a problem in the

Lflimunity (Reverts losing their faith).
Suggested age and time: 2 class periods, ninth through twelfth grades

Suggested time and level: 1 class period, ninth through twelfth grade

Process:
Process:

1.

Each group must order or find their materials. Get nice table cloths,
set the table up during class, have an attention getter or something
to bring people to the booth.

Let's brainstorm some ideas on what to do when someone converts to
Islam, what is our action plan for the first month, for the next three months,
for the six months, and then for a year.

2.

The teacher can show videos or pictures of dawah booths set up by
Whylslam or other organizations

Revert Project- What is the action plan for a new Muslim in the
community?

3.

Using Discoverislam.com or whyislam.org,look up where you can

find flyers and other materials.
Group member's names

4.

Invite other grades and teachers to come and visit the booths and
have a rubric for teachers to fill out

Consider what you wish to accomplish and whether or not your ultimate

goal is a reasonable one. Don't limit yourself too much, but it is important

5.

Students will be graded on creativity, materials, neatness, and how

A

to first determine the likelihood of your plan to not waste time or energy.

they explain or answer questions at the booth.
Write out the main goal in succinct, simple language once you ve

decided your idea is actionable and reasonable

1. Write a summary paragraph and specify who, what, where, when,
and why, to write out the general plan. For example, if your family
movers, a truck, and the cost of your parents having to take time off
of work (or you from school) to move.
Summary Paragraph:
2. Break down the bigger idea into smaller steps, which can then be
handled more easily. This is where your plan will begin to take shape
more clearly. Mention potential concerns and solutions.

Decide on the duration of the action plan. Your plan will be for the first
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^uah Society - A Clubfor Middle
i# *
High school

day, first week, month, and then three months of a convert's life
What should the convert know, what activities you can do with a

and

in the:

First day:

Sample Inductee Letter

First week:

First Month:

First 3 months:
3.

Hidayah Society (Brothers) of MIA Invitation Letter

Write a series of bullet-points with single-sentence actionable items.
At each bullet, expand on the idea as much as possible. Expanded
points should include simple actionable steps.

CONGRATULATIONS!
and
| academic standards required for joining the Hidayah Society at Michigan
| Islamic Academy. We would like to take this opportunity to invite you to
fill out the information form attached and return to the Hidayah advisor
no later than October 19, 2012. If you accept the invitation, we will induct
you into the Hidayah Society, we will announce your name in the school
newsletter and in a school assembly. Hidayah Society will focus on building
a student's Muslim character, knowledge, leadership, and service skills.
Therefore, you will be required to set an example in each of these areas
for the remainder of your high school experience if you so choose to join
the Hidayah Society. We are very proud of your moral dedication and
successful academic achievement (B or better) in Islamic studies. We would
like to get a list of the students who are going to make the Hidayah Society a
very productive club at MIA in 2012-13. Therefore, submit your registration
i form before the deadline date stated above.
I

We are pleased to announce that you have reached the moral

Congratulations Again!

Br. Waseem Peracha, Hidayah Society Advisor
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Address

Hidayah

Home Phone or Cell Phone

t strati on Form
*po you prefer that we meet at lunch time or after school from 4-5 PM?
Lunch

After school

FORM MUST BE RETURNED BY

Voluntary Club Activity Waiver of Liability

PARENTS/ GUARDIANS:

DATE:

I BIG BOOK OF ISLAMIC LESSONS I
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3: Announce the first meeting to be on 10/30 (either during lunch or after
, Ml depending on thefeedbackfrom students/parents)
yep

During thefirst meeting, brainstorm ideas ofhow this group can benefit the

Ml Islamically. How to have them grow as Muslims (mentally (intellectually/
fritually/physically)

Students who are in the Hidayah club will go out for

bowling,

laser tag, hikes, Al-Maghrib classes, and conferences.

Team and Brotherhood building activities during

Si

lunch, sports,

the meeting

Goal 2.' Enjoing Good and Forbid Evil

Steps to achieve above

Plan for qiyaams, in-school assemblies, learning opportunities for other
students in middle and high school, and help develop Islamic/Quranic
Quiz competitions in the area.

Goal 3z Improve themselves spiritually, intellectually, andphysically
Steps to achieve above
Fill-out checklists and

write journals about their connection with Allah.

Create a workout plan for themselves
Study the

Quran and

Hadeeth and relate it to our times

Help setup sports events with other high schools

Steps that will be taken to organize this society
Step 1:1 will give each ofthese students below a letter andpermission slip inviting

them to the Hidayah Society.

i

Step 2: Receive the permission slip back that allow the students to participate after j
school hours or during lunch twice a month (Oct. 19th)
I
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Meeting Structure: 55 minutes

Meeting Rules
r

Take attendance (2 min)

>

Arrive on time at 3:30 PM; please be sure to tell me if you'll be late
or absent beforehand or you will get a strike

Check Heartwheel and Khushoo; Sunnah checklist (3 min)

Quranic ayah for tafseer and discussion/reflection (5 min)

>

Bring a Hidayah folder to keep all papers/ assignments/ meeting

minutes

Hadeeth for reflection (5 min)
>

Discussion on interesting news story or current event having to do
with Quranic ayah or Hadeeth mentioned (5 min)

Don t talk while presentations are going on unless it is a discussion
and the peer in charge allows you to speak, please be sure to keep

on task as

Discuss upcoming school-wide events for brothers (20 min
>

Team-building Activity (10-15 min)

Please use the restroom or buy any snacks/drinks before the
meeting

Closing dua' (1 min)
>
>

Meet in Room X and first ones who gets there put 9 desks in a circle
p]ease fry your best to get action items completed

Fill out attendance sheet to make sure

Take attendance and Hidayah

everyone is here and brings Hidayah

Folder

folder and materials
------- ------------------- ---- -------------------------- '

Checking previous week's

L-..--Z

:~

-■•-I

Fill the Hid ayah HW check sheet

salah/dua/heartwheel
■

■■■

T-L ■ J ■ ~

I

-r -- ---

~ 11 . 11 . - - - ■ - -J-- - -r - J- ■-

-T -

L -L r

- -_r-r J-

Find Quranic ayaat (three or more) for

Quranic Ayah about topic

the topic that was assigned and be able

to lead a short five minute discussion

about those ayaat.
ft A• A •

/• *«

J*

m

*/»■ a - S’*‘21V* i

Hadith about topic

Find a hadith for the topic that was

assigned and be able to lead a short five
minute discussion about the hadith.
,

RW,,—

w

. ■■ ■■

■ ■ I>

« ——■

■■■■

Lesson from "Let us Be

Muslims"
How to be a better Muslim,

Summarize one lesson from Let us be

and Increasing Imaan through

and Increasing Imaan through living
Imaan.
/.-JU

living Imaan.

Muslims, How to be a better Muslim,
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Current events/news stories

Finding a news story or something
happening in the world that has to do
with the topic that is assigned. Be able to
explain how this relates to Islam and the
topic we are covering
1
last five minutes

Hanging out wit da brothas!

Find a fun activity to do as a group that
will last 15-20 minutes.

Secretary

Takes notes at the
meeting and is responsible for e-mailing
the group within three days after the |
meeting
,

Part 8:
Resources for
Community leaders,
Educators and Parents

I
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adapted)
http://iteslj.org/questions/teenagers.html (Discussion topics for
zvzvzv. Charactered, net

alminbar.net (Thousands of Khutbahs and Articles)

zuzvzv. characterplus, org

Sunnah.com (Comprehensive Hadeeth Search)

http://charactercounts.org/lesson-plans/index.html

Islamqa.com (Fatwa)

zvzvzv.goodcharacter. com

Quranexplorer. com/quran

zvzvzv. responsibilityproject, com

A lmaghribopq.org

zvzvzv. amenetzvork. org

Imaanstar.com

zvzvzv. charactercoun ts. org

Pocke tquran. com

muslimmatters.org

Islamictorrents.net

almisbah. org

Quranonline.net/mp3quran.html

ilmscape.net (Virtual Islamic School)

Q u ranflash. com

suhaibzoebb. com

Thnzil. net

1 OOOgooddeeds. com

Productivemuslim. com

Halaltube, com
LQ^oro nto.com (Free Arabic resources)

Abou ttajweed. com

Houseofquran. com/quransys/qsys. h tml
Versebyversequran.com
Mp3quran. com

Bayyinah.com or bayyinah.tv (Arabic studies)

Qtafsir.com
edtechnetzuork.com/pozverpoint.html (Lots of Power point games and

templates)
khutbahcentral.com (Great Resource for new Khateebs)
http://learning.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/06/13/182-questions-to-zvrite-or-talk-

about/?_r=0 (Discussion Questions)
http://zozvzv.youthideas.co.uk/yzv/talk/ (Christian references but can be

« 214 »
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Altafsir.com

Englishtafsir. com
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more effective manner.

>

12. Invite a very good Qari in Ramadan. It's better to finish the Quran,
but instead of having a ritual maybe the guest can finish half in

Taraweeh and half in qiyamul lail.
13. After fouror eightrakahs, do a 15 minute summary of the juzz and
then finish the next 12.
14. Have a family iftaar on Fridays in Ramadan.

2. Get more youth involved by having tournaments and other activities

15. Do a big Eid festival after Ramadan with games, food, and activities.

that will attract them (mock dialogues, biking/hiking trips, camps,

etc.)

16. Do Ramadan workshops and Q&A sessions before Ramadan.

3. A family picnic at a park for the Muslim community.
4.

17. Have team building activities or ice breakers whenever you have
community dinners.

Make Friday night a family night at the masjid. Ask one or two sisters
to do a session for the sisters' tajweed, tafseer or any topic of interest.
The Imam can do a program for the brothers. Buy a BBQ grill and

18. Have open mic sessions and community brainstorming nights to get
more people to buy into the masjid projects and volunteer.

sell burgers and snacks after the program.
5.

Invite a guest speaker once a month and have them give the khutbah;

a talk at night that is well advertised.
6.

Hadith commentary after Fajr and Maghribsince Isha is really late in

the summer. In the winter, change it to after Isha prayer.

7.

20. Poetry slam competitions along with various

Invite a dawah trainer to train a team of da'ees and hopefully form

"Muslims got talent"

a committee.
8.

Get internet at the masjid and setup wireless routers open to the
members.

9.

Have patience with those kids who don't come into pray inshallah
with a little patience and love; they'll start to come in, I know it's
tough to see that, but its far better to have those guys come to the

masjid. (Nahl: 116)

10. Have a bi-monthly open house and buy an electronic billboard to
advertise events.
11. Hire a part-time Qari/Hafidh to teach kids the Quran, so that the
Imam can focus on more leadership roles and use his talents in a

i

r

displays of talent

w

f
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entrepreneurs and inventors present/pitch their ideas to investors.
13. To make things a little interesting during class or halaqa. Have

students report funny things they read or heard about in the news.
1. Take the students on a boating trip. Rent a patio boat with BBQ grills

and restrooms so you can enjoy the entire day on the lake. Have
short lectures throughout the ride and do team building activities to

14. Family feud with Islamic questions

15. Take the students to learn archery, swimming, and horseback riding.

connect with the youth.

16. Have honor roll students go on a trip to play laser tag and eat pizza.
2. Go to a church, synagogue or temple as a fieldtrip. The objective is

learning how to give dawah and understanding other faiths. Debrief
them when they come back and discuss what was observed and

what they learned about their own faith.
3. Organize a dawah table at the mall and set it up with dawah materials.

4. Help Islamic relief and other organizations with fundraising. Have
a representative come in and present a project to the students and

17. Buy gifts on Eid and visit a children's hospital, homeless shelter or
setup a Secret "Shaikh" for the community.

18.18. Have students present short pep talks about the character theme

of the month.
19. Notify the Imam of the school's theme and ask if they can integrate
the theme into their khutbah or halaqa.

brainstorm ideas on how they can help.

20. Select a group of students to go to Qalam Insitute's
5. Take trips throughout the year to the local homeless shelters.

6. Lock in and stayover at the masjid. Have religious programs along
with fun programs.

7. Hajj day where older students demonstrate how to perform hajj
8. Nutrition seminar and health workshops: have discussions on
how the Prophet Muhammad (saw) was very health conscience.

Specifically mention some of the sunnahs of eating, drinking, and
examples from the seerah that show the prophet was active.

9. TV/Computer De-tox week

10. Send dawah messages by putting them in a helium balloon and

letting them go.
11. American road trip. Take the seniors or teens on a well-organized

road trip to scenic and fun destinations. Reflection and learning
must be the objective along with some fun.

Khutbah

preparatory program for a weekend.
21. Have a bulletin board for the character education theme of the month.

Make it interactive so the kids feel they are a part of something. Some
tips: Have a catchy title, section for pictures of students who earn

the most tarbiyah tickets, and add a section for character education
news. A laminated sheet for students to write about things they

learned about thetheme (gem board).
22. A poster in each classroom or child's room that has all the themes the

school/parents have selected.

23. Take the students white water rafting, sledding or other outdoor
activity.

24. Challenge other Islamic schools in sports events and visit one another
to compete.

25. Visit Islamic exhibits in local museums when applicable.

12. Shark tank - Organize a community event where you have

26. Discover nature and reflect on it; read Quran in the outdoors
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27. Jannah - make the multi-purpose room, classroom or room look a
scene from jannah. Have students walk around while explaining it
with sounds. This will need lots of volunteers and cooperation.

^3, protest at a local event for a worthy cause, while staying within the
law.

28. Have weekly family halaqas or tarbiyah classes with any of the 101
topics that teens want to talk about.

44. Find some Muslim board games and play them as a class or family

29. Play the digital version of Wheel of Fortune, Deal or No deal or
Family Feud. Links to the power point files can be found here:

45. Ask some non-Muslims to go to the mall wearing niqaab or hijaab

30. http://iuww.ssc.coop/Page/88

46. Have a party for jannah and have lots of different fruits and favorite

and ask them to share their feelings on video.

foods

31. ht tp ://w ww.ssc.coo p/s ite/handlers/filedownload.
47. Go to the local food bank and help distribute food.

(ishx?moduleinstanceid=32&dataid=36&FileName=FamilyFeud.ppt

32. Take the kids to play laser tag or paintball when talking about battles
during prophet's time. Put questions on flags and have students
answer them to make it educational or play capture the flag.

48. Have an Eid drive and give kids goody bags with caridy to make Eid

a little more enjoyable.
49. Witness a marriage contract and have a session, with the Imam asking

33. Organize a Halaqa along with food. An alternative could be to have
everyone fast and then do iftaar together. There can be a short speech
along with fun activities.

any questions on how it is done.

'

50. Be involved in sports and after school activities that are offered by

the community.

34. Have a treasure hunt in a large park with cool prizes.
51. Watch stories of how people reverted to Islam.

35. Quran contest focusing on recitation and voice.

52. Invite a health professional to talk about eating healthy, exercising,

36. Give lectures through a fun skit or play

and living a healthy, active lifestyle.

37. Hands for change project for masjid. Let kids get into groups and
decide on a project they'd like to do to help the community.
38. Give a comprehensive test in the beginning of the year covering
all the things they will learn that year. This will help parents and
teachers establish a baseline.

39. Volunteer with CAIR, Islamic relief or any local Muslim organization
.

40. Find a charity marathon and take the family or students to participate.

1

41. Advertise about Islam or the next Friday khutbah in the local
newspaper.

1
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Alhamdulillah, the 9th grade students have been learning ahadeeth of
the Prophet Muhammad (saw). I have covered hadith 1-10 this year from
the compilation of famous hadith named "Nawawi's 40 Hadi th." It was
very enjoyable for me and I hope the students enjoyed the sayings of our
beloved prophet as well. In addition to our lessons in class, I assigned
students to start a hadith halaqa at home. I hope this can continue even
after we're done with this chapter.

*Tips for the Halaqa
Have your child recite the actual words of the prophet, the narrator need
not to be mentioned just the reporter of the hadith (Bukhari/Muslim/etc..)
should be known. The .Arabic should be recited and then its translation in
English.

L
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Are you one of those parents or teachers
that COMPLAINS about their kids being BORED
when you teach them about Islam?
Stop blaming the curriculum and add this book to your teaching repertoire.

These interactive lessons and out of the box ideas will surely bring
Islamic studies ALIVE! This book is the first of it's kind. It aims to
provide Muslim educators and parents with easy to implement lesson

plans for all ages. Ten years of the author's dynamic teaching style are
compiled in this book. This book is designed to:

■ Generate lively discussions.
■ Reinforce fundamentals of Islam in an enjoyable way.
•>

■ Get blood rushing to the brain with fun,
educational activities.

■ Get kids to put away their books and out of

their seats for exhilarating activities.
■ Win back students that have tuned you out.

04

net for lectures or to purchase more copies.

